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CASE SUMMARY
This case study involved a thorough reconciliation of one service
provided by XYZ Corporation. That service is the member account statement
printing for all credit union customers. The cycle of this process occurs
in two separate intervals. The first, being share draft accounts, was
performed on a monthly basis. The other was for all types of accounts
outside of share draft in which production takes place quarterly.
The purpose for this investigation was to address many issues that
contain multiple factors. The first of two major influences for research
and resolution was the growing inability to support existing statement
processing within the contracted time period. The second issue was the
improvement of computer printing services via technological inventions and
the use of these innovations by competitors.
After what was in essence an analysis of the computer statement
printing service an effort was directed toward a redesign of current
methods. Three options were outlined as possible resolutions to the
difficulties being experienced. The first two alternatives, in actuality,
turned out to be opposite extremes in finding the best answer. Each
present counter measures but both fell short in providing a complete,
concise and minimal risk means of fulfilling statement print obligations.,
The last option was the resolution which closely resembled the
second plan. What made this al ternative attractive was the progress found
in combining efforts wi th a competi tor that served the needs of each
business. Contractual agreements were satisfied while gaining an added
avenue of increased revenue. State of the art printing equipment now
viii
facilitate the process in order to update services and provide a quality
product. It is also hoped that through this effort the credit union
customer not only gained through more efficiency and less administration
via consolidation of services but obtained a more effective tool in which
to satisfy and attract new clients.
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1INTRODUCTION
Corporation XYZ is a financial service bureau in the field of data
processing. Their customer base is confined to the credit union industry
and consists, at present, of nearly one hundred insti tutions, wi th a
majority of these based in the state of Wisconsin.
The question which this decision report answered pertains to one
specific service of many that XYZ Corporation provides for their clients.
The service examined was the statement printing of many types of credit
union member accounts. Credi t unions are required to provide the
reporting of monetary account balances to their customers regularly. If
account balance passbooks are not provided, the status of accounts are
printed including transaction activity on statements which are delivered
to the account holders. The means in which this obligation is fulfilled
and supported by XYZ Corporation for their credit union customers is what
was resolved. The analysis of existing methods, developing technology and
the circumstances surrounding the current performance of this service was
the vehicle that achieved this objective.
This report describes the prior statement printing service and the
standards which must be met as dictated in service contracts. In
synopsis, the fundamental problem was the developing inability of XYZ
Corporation to fulfill their statement printing obligation. Another
factor that was addressed is modern technological advances and how they
affect this service. The final decision reflected a comprehensive plan
that encompassed these issues while fitting into the guidelines set by the
administration.
Specific guidelines in developing this plan were outlined by
management to concisely adjust this service while staying within the
2corporation's mission, goals, and financial boundaries. Business growth
is one parameter that had been the major contributor in identifying that
a service adjustment was necessary. Consideration of continued growth was
a primary concern in developing this plan. The competition in credit
union servicing along with technological innovations in data processing
and printing was also an influence in this decision. Financial investment
into this plan was defined insofar as any deb~ could not be incurred that
would surpass a payback period of five years. Return on investment for
any proposed new venture had to provide strong recovery with a consistent
profit margin of no less than five percent over costs. The corporate
restrictions found in the mission and goals are disclosed in the next
segment of this report.
3XYZ CORPORATION
History
Corporation XYZ has been in the data processing business for over
fifteen years and was originally developed as a miscellaneous batch
service processor. Examples of early batch services are company payroll
processing and check printing, general ledger, business transaction
processing with invoice, shipping label and packing slip printing. After
obtaining a foothold in the data processing service market the company was
purchased by a large local savings and loan institution.
In order to support the financial insti tution this subsidiary
developed an online network service with the assistance of NCR Corporation
which was the vendor of XYZ Corporation's one mainframe computer system.
The programming staff was expanded to modify and enhance existing software
packages while creating supplemental software programs to specialize
processing for the savings and loan. Because the online network was
established while computer time and resources were not fully utilized, the
mother organization approved the sale of online computer services to other
financial institutions.
It was at this point that the current business directed and focused
its growth. Because computer services had already matured for the savings
and loan industry only a few of these clients could be found. Discovering
that the credit union industry was yet untapped, it was targeted as the
main customer base so growth was quick and easy. After approximately ten
years of data processing, XYZ Corporation made the decision to divest all
miscellaneous processing services and concentrate only on credit union
services. With the acquisition of the parent savings and loan corporation
by a Milwaukee area holding company five years ago, XYZ Corporation was
divested and became an autonomous entity.
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The administration of XYZ
Corporation became the new owners' responsibility and with the exit of
this last savings and loan from the computer services a pure credit union
customer base remained.
Organizational Scenario
The current corporate mission statement defines the credit union
industry as the focus for sales and services. ~A strong emphasis is put on
expeditious service along with accuracy and immediate support response to
supply customer satisfaction. Continued sales growth and development for
future operations are other provisions put forth in this declaration as
the purpose and dedication of employees.
Specific objectives have been identified for the progress of the
corporation toward the directed mission. Nationwide expansion is targeted
because the Wisconsin credi t union market is nearly exhausted. This
effort will support the goal of increasing the customer base and sales
that is desired. Another strategic objective is to develop new products
and services. The current online system is outdated by current standards
and is in need of revision. The newly developed software/hardware package
is an example of a response to the online deficiencies. This plan was
also an effort to modernize this service needed to attract and support
customers.
Services
As stated before, XYZ Corporation is a data processing financial
service bureau for credit unions. Within the last five years it has also
developed into a software house by creating and maintaining a package that
is marketed in tandem with an NCR mini computer system. XYZ Corporation
has found different needs in the range of credit union clients, small to
5large. In general, but not exclusively, small institutions are more apt
to find it feasible to complement their business with the batch service.
Mid-size customers have a greater need and have the financial wherewithal
to contract for online services. The large clients have evolved into
operational self sufficiency using software tools with periodic upgrade of
those tools by opting for the inhouse computer system package.
Regardless of the type of customer, software is continually enhanced
wi th new applications. Modifications to existing programs are required by
ever changing governmental and credit union league regulations and
Internal Revenue Service requirements. Over the years services have been
expanded to keep abreast with technological innovations such as ACH check
charges, automatic payroll deduction, ATM transaction facilities and the
newest enhancement being audio response, for example. For the purpose of
this report, the credit union environment has not changed in its need for
statement printing. The exception is that users are at the tail end of
the maturing trend away from providing accounts with passbooks toward
transaction receipt printing. This development has increased demand for
statement printing as the means in which financial balance and activity
status and reconciliation is reported.
Batch Service
Definition of the offered services are categorized into two types,
batch and online. The batch customers record their daily transaction
activity and deliver this information to XYZ Corporation. The batch
service is facilitated by many types of delivery systems, United States
Postal Service, United Parcel Service, private courier services and a few
by their own credit union employees. The data is processed by the Data
Entry uni t and then given to the Computer Operation uni t wi thin the
Operations department.
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The transaction activity along with account
changes such as additions, transfers or deletions and non-numeric queries
is updated to each customer master file while printing various control and
accounting reports. These printout reports are delivered to each customer
via the pre-arranged delivery system. Other services for both the batch
and online customers are provided on a regularly scheduled timetable.
Other services include dividend check print~ng, collateral delinquency
reporting, share draft overdraft protection and the share draft and member
account statement printing in which the latter was the target of this
analysis.
Online Service
The online service is a real time process which connects the credit
union with their master file via a communication network and telephone
company services. The host is the same two mainframe systems that also
support batch processing. The customer base has grown to the point that
two NCR mainframe systems are required to provide adequate processing
response time. The same types of financial reports are also created and
delivered to these customers daily via the same vehicles of their
preference.
The data processing hardware supporting this service is from NCR
consisting of two mainframe central processing units each with two
megabytes of random access memory. Peripherals such as magnetic tape and
disk drives, two high speed line printers and multiplexing communication
resources facilitate the repertoire of services. All equipment is of
technology developed two to three decades ago. Communication resources
include multiplexers, modems, bridges, multiple access units and sync to
7async converters. The software developed is also from technology of past
decades but modified and updated by the on-site programming staff.
The financial institutions are directly connected to these systems
via telecommunications. Customers input their monetary and non-monetary
requests and changes from crt's and financial terminals which are updated
instantly with a reply as recognition of the transaction. Basic crt's
receive only video output while more expensive financial terminals are
capable of printing receipts, or to passbooks or small printers at the
credit union depending on the type of equipment they acquire and install.
There are also numeric and alpha changes made after online hours to
facilitate non-online interfaced transactions, a process named off1ines.
Off1ines consist of updates such as insurance premium deductions, dividend
transfers, dividend adjustments, loan calculation inquiries and automatic
payroll deductions. Other high volume transaction updates include
electronic funds transfer named ATM's, automatic check charge deductions
known as ACH, share draft account or checking transactions and daily
savings and loan dividend adjustments. It is highly critical that the
generated reports from these processes are put into the customers hands
expeditiously because account balances can be greatly altered through
volume activity. This report will refer to batch and online customers as
service customers.
Inhouse Product
XYZ Corporation has developed software within recent years to offer
a new product nationwide. In coordination with NCR the development of a
credit union software package is available for purchase with many options
to provide application specialization. XYZ Corporation has been licensed
as a V.A.R., Valued Added Resel1er, to market the NCR hardware along with
8the developed software to credit unions interested in operationally and
administratively servicing their own data processing needs. This package
is sold to credit unions with the availability to contract additional
services from XYZ Corporation such as the member account statement
printing. This latter service provides convenience as the credit union
hardware printing capabilities are confined and most often inadequate to
produce large quanti ties timely. It is important to note that the
hardware sold is a mini-computer with over ten megabytes of random access
memory and a sophisticated user friendly operating system. Although,
there are limitations on the type and size of peripherals available to
connect onto the system. These smaller computers lack the capability of
accessing heavy duty equipment such as high speed line printers. This
product has been introduced into the market within the last few years and
sales is growing rapidly. This report will continue to refer to Inhouse
customers as product customers.
Facilities Management Service
An offshoot of this product has just been marketed and appears to
show good potential. This product will bring XYZ Corporation full circle
by tapping the resources of the inhouse product in the service sector. By
implementing the modern mini-computer wi th the option rich software
package a new online environment will be built that is very attractive to
the credi t union user and will replace the old and obsolete online
service. Named Facilities Management, the online services are versatile
in the administration of the system while providing full operational
support. Credit unions have the choice to buy or lease the on-site mini-
computer or contract for the use of its time as done in the traditional
online format. This service enables the credit union much more control
9over what they want and will receive while in most cases cutting the cost
of telecommunications. The cost savings is found in the transfer from the
old online which is a dedicated and pollable telephone line service which
incurs expense for every minute from the beginning of the online day to
the end. The new network is dial up in nature so that telephone line
charges are only realized when the line is used which puts the control in
the credit union's hands. This form of customer will also be referred to
as service in type.
Statement Printing
As previously noted, credit unions have the responsibility, due to
regulations, of providing printed statements to their customers for all
types of financial accounts if balance and activi ty passbooks are not
supplied. Because of the increasing cost of the already expensive
sophisticated financial terminals in comparison to the decreasing and
lower cost of basic crt's, a difference in some cases of thousands of
dollars, it is of great financial saving significance to provide printed
statements. Buying the financial passbook printing terminals including
the cost of providing passbooks to each account holder greatly overshadows
the cost of basic crt's coupled with the cost of printing periodic member
statements and postage for delivery.
There are two types of periods in which statements must be provided
to account holders as prescribed by governmental financial authorities.
One type is share draft or checking accounts which must be reported on a
monthly basis due to the high volume of transactions involved. Most other
types of accounts are reported on a quarterly timetable as required for
less active accounts, like savings, loan or, for example, special
financial investments such as treasury bills and notes or certificates of
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deposit. These last types of accounts complete the services offered by
credit unions which range in return on investment found in fluctuating
interest rates.
Each statement process begins after all normal daily activity is
updated to the customer database master file on the last business day of
each month. All customers that require statement processing have already
supplied XYZ Corporation with the detailed re~uirements concerning their
specific statement process. This type of information includes the period
starting and ending dates, percentage charge per account for exceeding
minimum balance standards, if applicable, and dividend calculation with
accumulated interest payment for the duration. Another example is the
option to print special announcement messages on statements in order to
communicate to their member base.
The computer operator ini tiates the process by extracting the
starting and ending balances from each account found on the database
master file and input the history of recorded transactions from magnetic
tape media that balances between the two figures. All of this information
is gathered on magnetic disk for all accounts then sorted by ei ther
account number or zip code order at the customer choice then copied to
tape for the statement print routine. All statements were then printed on
a custom designed continuous form by credit union identification while the
operator tracks the total number of forms printed per institution. It was
from this total number of printed forms that the customer was billed for
data processing services.
Printed statements were taken to the mail/distribution processing
area where they were burst, trimmed and boxed. The next step was the bulk
delivery of the product to each credit union via the United Parcel
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Service. All credit unions made their own arrangement at this point to
have their statements stuffed into envelopes, post marked and mailed,
normally via the United States Postal Service, after they received the
bulk delivery. All supplies such as envelopes and labor involved in this
final processing step were the credit unions responsibility since XYZ
Corporation no longer played a part in the process after the product was
bulk shipped.
Product credit union customers that contract XYZ Corporation for
statement printing services are required to complete the statement
information process to magnetic tape at their site then delivered that
media stored data to XYZ Corporation. At receiving the media, statements
were printed in the same fashion and likewise delivered back to the
customer wi th their tape media as done for on-si te customers wi th
exception of the tape media. Since service customer tape media is owned
by XYZ Corporation it is stored and maintained on site. Another factor in
the process of product customer statements is the requirement of tape
media conversion. The mini-computers have a built in streaming cartridge
tape drive for which to output data for off-site transfer or storage. The
XYZ Corporation mainframe is restricted to a reel tape capacity. A time
consuming step for this process is to copy these cartridge tapes to reel
tapes with the resources found on the on-site mini-computers that have
been enhanced with reel tape drive peripherals.
Equipment used in the printing of statements were two NCR high speed
printers, model 647, with the capacity to print approximately two thousand
lines per minute, one on each mainframe system. The industry standard is
moving away from this industrial size impact line printer even though it
has large volume capacity and high speed for computer printing (Laser
12
Printing, 1989). The line printer is capable of outputting, on average,
thirty five to forty print pages per minute. However, quality is
sacrificed when impact character printing degrades as the metal hammers
wear, chip and dissolve. New technological mid-size laser printers, in
comparison, provide clear letter quality. For example, the Xerox model
4050 printer creates fifty pages per minute and quality of the product is
far superior (Xerox Corp., 1990).
Appendix A presents statement processing timings taken in assessment
of the situation. Approximately forty six thousand statements can be
printed within twelve to eighteen hours when both printers are totally
dedicated to statement processing. In estimating a weekday process,
twenty four hours was needed to print and deliver the product. The
contractual deadline for arrival of monthly share draft statements into
the delivery system is within two working days after the last day of each
month. In comparing the obligation to the required time of processing it
was discovered that meeting deadlines was in question. To corroborate
satisfactory fulfillment of services an error free process was a
necessity.
In further analysis, the quarterly process output level was 163,000
statements over and above the monthly process quantity. It took at least
four days to print this process given one full weekend of dedicated
printing. Another two days were needed to process and deliver the output.
The deadline is the seventh of the month in January, April, July and
October. Wi th the monthly print process of one day, the quarterly process
completed printing on or very near the end of the fifth day given a smooth
problem free process. Two days of delivery preparation then resulted in
the delivery of statements just on time.
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A highly competitive atmosphere was established with the base of
dedicated and loyal employees needed to achieve this perpetual task. The
burden was not lessened when consideration of the corporate culture that
scrutinizes quality in its effort to provide error free services. The
expeditiousness of statement processing was a constant challenge as was
the quality and quantity of performance. Growth in sales showed no relief
of expanded and intensified pressure. This report continues with a focus
on this growth and the methods used by operations personnel and other
departments to facilitate, in particular, the statement processing
service.
Service Support
Four computer operators and one mail clerk supported the actual
statement print and delivery. The computer operators were responsible for
creation and print of forms on the computer system. They were also
involved in the bursting, detaching, and trimming of the statements. The
four employees shared equally in working overtime of two extra hours per
shift per day during the week and two eight hour shifts on the weekend
until all statement processing was completed. Themail clerk is part-time
yet during peak periods that person worked eight hour shifts including
weekends. This employee was responsible to share in the bursting and
trimming of finished product procedures. The greatest responsibility was
the second and final quality control check. The operators were the first
print quality check while the mail clerk ensured that the product met the
standards of clear and adequate print quality, correct trimming process
without defect and an audit to ensure that all statements were present,
beginning to end, before delivery. Then the mail clerk packaged the
statements in bulk form, affixed the address, calculated parcel rates and
14
metered the packages for U.P.S. pickup. Package tracking was recorded in
the event the product was lost in transit as a receipt and backup to
U.P.S. troubleshooting. On average, the total amount of employee overtime
for the monthly statement processing was thirty six hours figured by
calculating the twenty hours required during the week adjusted with the
sixty four hours necessary if it was a weekend process. The quarterly
overtime average was a combination of the~ monthly process wi th the
additional quarterly statement process. The total overtime on average was
fifty three hours required to accomplish the process at quarter end. For
detailed calculations refer to Appendix B ti tIed "weighted overtime
calculation".
Administration of this process was performed by the Operations
Manager which prepared all processing instructions for each customer and
oversaw the complete process. Detailed processing work orders were
created by the manager which dictated that the operator follow these
options during the process in order to create statements in account or zip
code order while many other selections are also defined. These order
sheets were filled out with the date and number of statements printed for
each customer to ensure the process was completed. The sheets were also
submitted to accounting so that this information was used in the billing
process.
Accounting did not charge the customers directly for the number of
statements printed. All customers were charged by computer time and by
number of accounts stored and processed on the customer database for each
individual credit union. The number of statements was the method used to
determine the number of accounts that each customer had serviced for each
bi11 ing period. The computer time charge includes the computer cost,
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dedicated telephone line charges and major system expenses such as
equipment maintenance and labor at fifty dollars an hour. The per account
charge is fifty cents per billing period, found on Appendix C, which
covers the administration of services, supplies and other variable
expenses that fluctuate wi th the number of accounts being serviced.
Customers are invoiced monthly and billed for one month of services with
a thirty day payment period. Normally, invoicing is sent by the tenth of
each month with required payment by the tenth of the next month.
The supplies inventory is maintained by the Operations Manager which
consists of stock and custom forms along with labels, envelopes and other
miscellaneous materials. The statement form is customized and purchased
by accounting in yearly installments. Usages are moni tored in the
inventory control which dictates the frequency of new forms release and
shipment to on-site storage. It was the duty of the mail clerk to stock
and supply the operations area with these forms at scheduled processing
times. A standard quantity of over one million sheets of statements are
purchased annually but produced in multi-manufacturing runs to cut costs
of raw materials and inventory storage. Multi-manufacturing processes are
performed by the vendor quarterly at a quantity of more than 250,000
sheets. The form vendor invoices for the forms at the point of production
for only the amount produced, stored and shipped. The shipment of forms
is calculated into the complete charge which is fixed and locked in on
contract, yearly. With the current,volatility in paper producing prices
it has so far been an advantage to take the risk of committing to annual
agreements.
The interface between the credit union and the Operation Manager is
the Customer Support department. This group is the link that facilitates
16
the transmittal of requests and details to be implemented into production.
All statement processing options are channeled through this vehicle as
well as questions and information from problem occurrences to resolution
action. Communication flows in both directions which is necessary in the
effort outlined in the corporate mission. This support staff also plays
an integral role in the development of software applications. As customer
requests are received this department med·iates between programming,
administration and the client's needs for service enhancement.
Programming develops the tools known as software applications that
perform the technical service processing. When problems arise or new
methods are required to add, change or delete in da ta processing,
programming is responsible to support that demand. The programming staff
regularly dedicates time to statement processing because regulations
change perpetually as do the wants of customers and available technology.
Since the occurrence of software modification is variable, so are costs.
Yet staffing is a constant outlay without incurring significant overtime
expense.
Marketing and sales is responsible for supplying the customer base
that production services support. Their market is focused on the credit
union environment and their effort has been enhanced with newly developed
products and versatile services. Inconsistency has been found in sales
performance over the past five years by large spurts followed by quick
decline. It is fe1 t that economic influences have been the main
contributing factor to this phenomenon. The sales staff is currently
being increased as well as the marketing effort. Brochures are being
printed and sent to all credit unions nationally, while conventions and
trade shows are being used as vehicles to display and simulate available
17
products and services. NCR Corp. sales is working in coordination with
XYZ Corporation nationally to market the inhouse hardware/ software package
to the credit union environment. NCR is also offering software
development assistance. As of late, a sales office has been established
on the east coast in both Massachusetts and North Carolina. This
department has been fueled with the potential to create fast and
substantial growth for XYZ Corporation due to~the nationwide expansion of
product and service marketing activities.
18
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM
In broad terms, the situation that needed to be resolved was the
growing responsibility to provide the service of printing member account
and share draft statements for the customer base. That growing demand was
being created by the nationwide sales effort as well as continued growth
of existing customers. The sales plan had begun to focus on the
established inhouse customer base of over forty credit unions with the
extra contractual services such as statement printing. It was felt that
revenues could be increased substantially by exposing both the product and
additional services. With more than forty inhouse customers available to
the service marketing effort, the greater potential volume had made
statement printing feasible to support in the production area. The
question for production was how to meet the set statement processing
deadlines with a larger quantity when the current performance was just
able to meet the demand.
Specific circumstances began wi th the contractual obligation to
provide share draft statements monthly to be in the delivery system no
later than two working days after processing on the last day each month.
Member or quarterly statements provided by non-passbook insti tutions
needed to be in the delivery system by the seventh day after the quarter
end. One aspect that had contributed to the difficulty of this process
was the dramatic increase in response of information by continual
development of computer technology in recent years. Competition was more
expeditious and so was the requirements of the credit union industry to
provide quicker information to their clientele. Due to the change in
standards, information getting to the credit unions by the seventh of the
19
month then to their customers after further processing was no longer
adequate.
To add to this dilemma it had become increasingly difficul t to
fulfill the statement processing responsibilities by the second, or
seventh in the case of quarterly processing, of each month. The magnitude
of this factor could be dramatized by the realization that current
statement printing equipment was at full ~capacity in providing the
statement processing service while signs showed the growing inability to
meeting deadlines, especially when problems occurred. There were two high
speed line printers, one on each mainframe computer system that could each
output at a rate of two thousand print lines per minute. The quantity of
statements being printed had reached maximum output capacity for the time
period established for production completion. This was not a problem that
could be compensated with additional employee overtime or an adjustment in
the schedule of production events taking place. As a matter of fact, the
production schedule had been revised to allow for optimal processing speed
and quality assurance. Simply stated, the existing equipment and employee
support were operating at maximum output levels and could no longer
maintain current quality and accuracy standards if added quantity output
obligations were created.
The problem was also viewed in a long range context. Although high
speed, the line printer is fast becoming obsolete due to newly developed
technological performance. Not only are the new laser printers much
faster but the quality of print is far superior (New Choices, 1987). The
capability to customize print including multiple colors has revolutionized
computer printing (In-House Printing, 1986). A more threatening posture
in this development would be to allow competition to implement this
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technique without an adequate and competent counter response to ensure
progressive market share.
Keeping abreast with business developments while looking toward the
future was another consideration confronting this situation. With
specialized services necessary to provide and the complexity of dealing
wi th many offered services, the credi t union customer is looking for
simplification in fulfilling their obligations. The one stop shop
capability is on the horizon that could provide a competitive edge in this
industry. This ability to provide more services could be harnessed to
become very profitable. The statement processing was broken into
fragmented services provided by many different suppliers contracted by
credit unions. All statements were printed by XYZ Corporation then bulk
delivered either via U.P.S. or courier services to the institution. The
cost of statement processing and administration for the credit union was
compounded by XYZ Corporation providing the product and the delivery cost
of a carrier. The latter cost was actually an unnecessary doubling of
delivery charges because the statements were eventually mailed to the
account holder. Cost could be eliminated if statements were sent directly
to the credit union member by the manufacturer of the product.
After receiving the bulk delivered statements the credit union had
to make their own arrangements to fold, insert and postmark the statement
parcels. Added to this is the opportunity that most credit unions
implement by communicating information to their customer base. For
example, newsletters, brochures and promotional events among other
communiques are specially printed for credit unions by printing companies.
These articles of literature are then stuffed with the statements and
delivered to the credit union clients. In this way the credit union can
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consolidate their parcel post quantity which cut the cost of postage. The
contract of a printer for these different types of literature is another
separate cost and control responsibility. It is important to note that
laser printers have the capability to print multi-colored literature in
various consistency forms (New Choices, 1987).
After accumulating all these articles to be mailed the credit union
must make arrangements with a mail processing business, such as Print'N
Mail, Inc. The literature must be organized and fed into a folding and
stuffing machine that inserts the forms into envelopes. The envelopes are
normally standard double window since the statement form has the credit
union name and address printed in the upper left hand corner. New mail
distribution equipment technology is capable of reading multi-continuous
forms and inserting them correctly so they are sent to the same address.
This technique is important because many accounts require two or more
printed statement pages to record all transaction activity for a given
period. The ability to detect the difference between a one, two or more
page statement account is a necessity. Special codes are printed on the
statements that the parcel stuffing machine is now designed to read and
react to. Laser printing versatility is easily adaptable to variability
in printing these different codes on multi-page account statements
(Brazeau, 1990). It is felt, as some customers have already expressed,
that it is a burden to coordinate all these services with specialized
suppliers. Furthermore, the business that is able to encompass many
services can obtain an edge in the market.
The nature of these credit union customers is varied as they range
from small, a few hundred accounts, to large, over two thousand accounts.
The needs of these credit unions range just as widely as their size. Some
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prefer standard generic processing while others want specialized services
such as credit union logo and custom printed personalized envelopes (New
Choices, 1987). Another issue was the larger inhouse type of customer
that began to contract for statement processing. Their large amount of
accounts accelerated increases for the demand of larger output capacity
requirements. It was projected that the capability to process greater
amounts of statements was eminent in the near future. The last two
factors summarize strain put on the existing statement processing
facilities and the staff performing the production. Time schedules were
overloaded with work and projections show they were in danger of not being
met. Lastly, technology continues to advance which the competition plans
to use to their advantage (In-House Printing, 1986). To maintain or
advance market share, services had to be made current along with
initiation of future innovations (Kaplan, 1985).
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PROBLEM ANALYSIS
In order to effectively resolve the outlined problem it was
necessary to perform an analysis of the many factors involved. By taking
a look at the causes and effects of these factors it was hoped that some
tendencies could be recognized. Once facts were developed in realization
of these trends, options were created to address the demands needed for
resolution. The best plan was chosen which contained the most effective
means to comprehensively and concisely adjust processes while implementing
new methods in conj unction wi th the desired focus of future business
activities. This segment continues with identification of the essential
characteristics of the statement process which leads into a general
outline describing necessities of the resolution plan.
The circumstances outlined showed that a comprehensive solution was
needed for maximum growth potential. The inability to support the growing
statement processing demand was not a short term or quick fix problem. At
that point, the option of doing nothing at all had to be discounted since
stagnancy in the volatile data processing market would deem XYZ
Corporation ineffective and into regression. Furthermore, increasing
overtime or adding personnel alone would not correct the trend and did not
address future considerations. At minimum the customer base contractual
requirements had to be met. It continued to be advantageous to consider
improving the response time and product quality that has the greatest
influence on customer preference and the ability to obtain the continuance
of contractual service agreements. The opportunity to enhance and expand
services also existed which may have great impact on continued growth and
prosperity. The development of added services needed to include options
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that best fit the demand in the market yet be only versatile enough to
efficiently coexist with the cost of these supported options.
This analysis was spli t into two categories in which the many
factors could be organized by relation. The first topic was a focus on
internal influences that were causing the problems in statement
processing. Then an external perspective exposed affects from the
changing methods and environment that dictated survival in statement
processing. One of the most influential determinants of the eventual
solution was the XYZ Corporation marketing effort. The administrative
decision to exploit statement processing production to greater quantities
forced confrontation with this issue immediately.
Internal Analysis
It was important to analyze the projected growth of the customer
base and the impact of the marketing effort in selling statement services.
Appendix D shows the number of accounts existing in the product customer
base that was entirely open to statement service consignment. Before
examining the effects that this quantity could have on statement
production a brief analysis of the implemented marketing effort was in
order.
Marketing Plan
Through surveys and contracts with the entire credit union customer
base, a demand for specialized statement processing had been recognized.
Because XYZ Corporation already serviced statement processing for current
service customers the decision had been made to expand this print service
to product customers in order to increase revenues. The major objective
of this report, among other strong considerations, was to develop the best
method in which to support this sales plan. Through preliminary surveys
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of the product customer base to scout interest in statement processing,
service percentile projections had been developed that reflected the
demand. Marketing strongly targeted fifty to sixty percent of the product
customers to contract for statement processing. The advantage that XYZ
Corporation maintained in its established affiliation with these credit
unions was a factor that would enable this success. The second year
forecast was set to an increase of approximately sixty percent of
established patrons by propagating the availability and performance of the
new services to the growing customer base. The third year was estimated
to experience a twenty percent increase in statement services and to level
off from that point on. To bet ter understand the quanti ty involved
Appendix E charts the growth of product customers over the past four
years. As this product has taken hold in the market, sales have begun to
mature and are expected to peak at the current level of twenty five to
thirty percent. A gradual decline in sales was forecasted to begin within
three to five years.
The growth rate of the customer base had been substantial from
fifteen in 1987 to thirty in 1989 which has dramatically increased the
number of accounts proportionately. Appendix D demonstrates the effect
that a one hundred percent increase of the product customers statement
processing would have on current production timings. It needed to be
noted that one hundred percent of the product customer base would not opt
for the service. Yet with the projected growth and product statement
service sales at that level would be realized within two to three years.
In particular, the quanti ty increase would subject a degradation of
service process time. The time would lengthen from twelve to twenty nine
hours for monthly statements and from fifty eight to one hundred forty
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four hours at quarter end. These figures reflected complete dedication of
printers to statement printing which was optimal and could only occur on
weekends so actual timings were slightly higher. Comparing the latter
timings with the monthly two day deadline and quarterly seven day
timetable left little time to process the statements through bursting,
trimming, packaging and bulk delivery. Simply stated, the increase output
obligation created by the product customer statement service marketing
program could not be supported by the current processing facilities while
maintaining contracted production time schedules.
Quality of Service
The quality of the existing statement process was another issue to
be addressed. The actual print quality was inferior to current standards
of technology (Kaplan, 1985). For instance, the quality of the current
impact line printer could be equated to an advanced dot matrix type
whereas the laser inkjet method provides the most advanced letter quality
print and is available in multi-colors (New Choices, 1987). Versatility
was not an attribute of the current printer hardware because it could not
create print other than characters and numbers which eliminated
specialized pictures, graphics and insignias (Kaplan, 1985). The ink,
supplied via reel to reel ribbon much like a typewriter, was a drawback
because character impression degrades quickly and was costly to adjust to
current quality standards. When taken into account that competition had
the latest technology and that product quality was a major consideration
XYZ Corporation had to upgrade its capabilities to vie for market share.
Other Factors
With the onset of higher production quantities, there would
certainly be greater pressure to output at a faster rate. Existing
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quantities allowed little latitude for error or equipment malfunction.
Accuracy and quality standards would quickly decline if existing
facilities were not alleviated from consistent and unrelenting use.
Current hardware was in need of repair on three to four week intervals at
the established usage levels. Greater usage exposure would cause more
frequent printer down time. This in effect would, no doubt, occur during
peak processing times and cause delay in the service. These factors had
to be countered effectively to avoid any degrading of service quality or
punctuality. A greater amount of administration in the form of paperwork,
was a result of the opportunity for customers to select from many existing
options. If not properly administered, confusion and error would result.
Growth at this rate could quickly surpass and undermine organizational
capabilities if not properly planned and implemented.
External Analysis
Outside influences were just as important to assess and plan for as
the internal factors. In order to develop an effective method of support,
added customer services, modern technology, competition and customer wants
had to be evaluated. This report continues with a look at competition and
its threat in the field of printing services.
Competition
As already stated, competition is implementing the use of laser
printers because of higher speed of printing along with superior quality
and versatility. Current competitors consist of specialized printing
houses as data processing service bureaus have yet to delve into this
avenue of laser print production. Many competitors such as Aid
Association for Lutherans, an insurance company, sell services in the form
of batch jobs supported by two Xerox 9700 laser systems. This
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miscellaneous processing does create higher costs because of small
quantities of specialized form supplies, short processes in amount of time
and greater handling with coordination that increases labor costs.
Endata, Inc. is a business in the national market that has begun to
specialize in large quantity printing where it can recognize and
concentrate efforts to alike processes. Originally a data processing
microfiche producer, the Xerox 9700 laser printing capability has given
Endata the opportunity to diversify their services using many of the same
methods and techniques used in fiche creation. Just as microfiche is
created from magnetic tape media so does the Xerox 9700 allow tape
peripheral interface print production (Xerox Corp., 1990). Endata has now
developed software required to use the same formatted data that creates
microfiche to also output print on the Xerox laser printer. Estimates are
believed that Endata has achieved this capability and is ready to
implement it within a few months. The outstanding question in the minds
of both credit unions and the competition is whether the latter could
develop a service that would be price competitive. XYZ Corporation needed
to calculate this factor and also examine the loyalty of its customer base
and whether that advantage would give it an edge.
Technological Innovations
As outlined within the "competitive threat" section developing
technology is a factor that dictates future business operation. In the
world of computerized printing, especially large scale, laser printing is
the force for years to come (Laser Printing, 1989). When first
introduced, the Xerox 9700 printer price was well over five hundred
thousand dollars but as years have progressed, this top of the line,
highest output machine, along with the complete range of printers from
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Xerox, have decreased in cost (Ray, 1986). This trend has made the laser
printer affordable to larger shops and has begun to show feasibility to
smaller printing business solely dependent on sales from its output.
Characteristics found in the capabili ties of the Xerox 9700 is the
highest, one hundred twenty page per minute, output capacity coupled with
the abili ty to print logos, signatures and graphics. Communication
equipment can be installed to interface this printer directly to computer
systems for unimpeded output. If so desired it can operate autonomously
yet still output data from the computer via an attached tape drive unit at
ei ther 1600 or 6250 bi ts per second. Another input option is the
attachment of a fifty megabyte removable hard disk drive while the printer
can process up to fourteen thousand pages in print spool stored on disk
(Xerox Corp., 1990).
The mid-range Xerox model 4050 laser printer is a highly advanced
unit capable of double sided print with, for example, the ability to
facilitate the print of an account reconciliation worksheet on the reverse
side of each statement (Ray, 1986). This printer is priced around one
hundred fifty thousand dollars and is fast becoming a viable alternative
if not a certain replacement for high speed impact line printers. Output
capacity performance of the 4050 is fifty pages per minute and has the
option of producing transparencies. Special print functions include
logos, signatures and graphics while attachment to most computer systems
is available. Offline tape drive or disk drive at the same capacity as
the 9700 printer is optional and the amount of spooled print pages was
increased to thirty two thousand (Xerox Corp., 1990).
Both laser printer examples given provide the power to fulfill
printing requirements of this statement processing service yet the newest
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innovation may be the most important. The development of desktop laser
printers has evolved to the point of unquestionable affordabi1ity not to
printing services alone but to the smallest user such as the credit union.
The question that had to be answered by XYZ Corporation is if these
printers could output credit union statement quantities within the desired
timetable. In most cases it was found that the printers would output fast
enough to move average statement quantities DO the account holder within
the established time frame. Lastly, would the credit union want to take
on this responsibility by purchasing and performing their own statement
printing?
Priced at around five thousand dollars, the Xerox 4045 laser printer
can be interfaced with personal computers and can double as a copier in
the middle of a print job. With a ten page per minute output this unit
can print twenty five percent faster than most other printers of the same
comparable classification (Ray, 1986). Versatility can again be found
with graphics, logo and other print capabilities that is fast enhancing
modern print with high tech quality and sophistication. It was easy to
recognize the adaptability of this resource in the credit union
environment which reflected a different light on the development of a
solution from possible options. Not only was it necessary for XYZ
Corporation to beware of competition emulating print shops but the loss of
statement processing services directly to the user who may have desired to
become self sufficient in this respect.
Customer Demand
From a service perspective, the customer wanted to fulfill their
responsibi1i ties wi th the least amount of complication possible at a
feasible cost (New Choices, 1987). With this in mind, a service might be
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able to charge the customer slightly higher than the customer would incur
if they performed their own services. The option they would need to
choose in this scenario would be to forego the trouble of complete self
sufficiency in order to concentrate on their specialized repertoire of
business as long as they could cost justify the service expense. This
theme had been sounded frequently by many credit union customers that
wanted the type of service that would cover numerous responsibilities. In
simple terms, credit unions did not want the burden of dealing with many
service providers to get their processing done.
A one stop shop is a synonym for the simplicity of service
accomplishment. If XYZ Corporation would be able to support the many
statement processing services it would have the inside track to increased
market share because they already service numerous credit unions data
processing financial operation. Although, encompassing the statement
printing, bursting, folding, stuffing with parcel post and delivery would
be no easy task to perform or administrate. Becoming entangled into a
developing and constantly changing print environment with a multitude of
options and specialized characteristics could turn a challenge into a
nightmare. Nevertheless, what demand exists would eventually be satisfied
and with the foresight of competitive activity that need would be met if
not by XYZ Corporation, then by a business that could feed off of XYZ
Corporation. The challenge would be found in finding the correct solution
yet not becoming entrenched in an endless battle to service customers by
any unplanned or unfeasible way possible.
Solution Profile
This final segment of analysis was to develop a profile of essential
characteristics that needed to be found in the option that would resolve
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the statement processing issue. The one feature that had to be included
in the final resolution was to enhance the existing facili ty so that
greater output quantities could be supported. It was not known exactly
how many customers would contract for the statement printing service or
for how long. However, it was certain that some would want it and the
current facili ty could not effectively support any addi tional amount.
Risk was a big factor and the option for credit unions to purchase their
own laser printer could spell doom to an all out statement processing
plan. Putting too much stock in the one stop shop concept could also have
proven fatal no matter which way it was addressed. A complete and
comprehensive service solution was needed yet if performed autonomously
without adequate sales response it would cause financial loses. If not
sufficiently countered the competition might have reacted which would also
threaten monetary decline. If a middle of the road approach existed and
could be adopted it would be the best alternative.
XYZ Corporation is a small business with a strong financial base
which makes it susceptible to buyout or merger. A heavy and risky
financial investment may not have been the correct response at that time.
Current technology was available at a somewhat reasonable cost while
standards of quality dictated that services comply (New Choices, 1987).
There was no doubt that all services with this measure of quality were
available but could services be grouped in a profi tably concertable
effort? The following section of this report discloses investigations
into three different options in that quest for a solution. The first two
alternatives were not found to be suitable to this profile. A case was
made for each option with its advantages while an explanation of the
disadvantages follows wi th the reason for non-acceptable. The third
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alternative was the solution which was implemented. A detailed formula
was disclosed responding to the requirements stated herewithin.
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POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
Option One
The first al ternative was based on the idea of adding to the
existing computer system equipment in the effort to increase capacity
output. The bottom line proposal in this plan was to expend the minimum
amount of money to obtain the least necessary to fulfill the projected
short term obligations without expanding into other types of services.
The means in which that result was to be achieved was the
acquisition of a third high speed line printer, NCR model 647. Attached
onto the existing network with switching capabilities between both
mainframe systems would increase the total output capacity. Appendix F
shows a breakdown of current service customer statement processing
quantities calculated into a yearly output accumulation. Appendix G is
the same analysis for product customer statement output. Both
calculations had been developed from the most recent actual statement
processes of all customers. These figures would be used in calculating
the projected statement processing quantities for all three alternative
option plans.
Quantity Forecasts
Appendix H is the statement processing quantity projection for this
first option. It was based on a first year forecast of one hundred
percent processing of all service customers as was taking place. Fifty
percent of the product customers were added as it was believed that this
amount would opt for the printing services through the newly implemented
marketing effort. This service was strictly the print of statements from
the customer database with form burst, trim and bulk mail to the customer.
Second year calculations shown depict no change in service customer
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quantities and a ten percent increase in the statement service to product
customers. Likewise, the third year reflected no change to service
customers and a lesser five percent increase in the amount of product
customer statements. The reason for the low projections of increased
sales was the anticipation of apprehensiveness on the part of product
customers with this statement processing service. It was quite evident
that this option did not offer the highest quali ty product nor the
comprehensiveness of additional services such as mailing coordination.
Time Feasibility Study
In analysis of proj ected production timings based on forecasted
sales Appendix I breaks down the actual performance of adding one line
printer. It must be noted that this time estimate was figured on complete
dedication of all three line printers on statement printing until all
production would be completed. In actuality, this was not feasible
because it would require ignorance of daily process printing which is most
critical to the operation of credit unions. The only occasion that total
dedication of printing would be possible is on weekends or holidays which
would be insufficient to meet obligations. It must also be stated, again,
that the contractual deadline for monthly statements is to be in delivery
transit no later than two days after the last working day of each month.
The quarterly measurement is for the product to be in transi t by the
seventh date after the last day of each calendar quarter.
In a closer look of Appendix I it is found that the first year
statement printing would have been completed in just under half of the
allotted timetable necessary to meet deadlines. Both years two and three
projected this same performance. If factoring in the necessary daily
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printing of at least twelve hours the midpoint would have been surpassed
leaving less time for bursting, trimming, packaging and parcel metering
for bulk delivery. When analyzing the time necessary to handle statements
for delivery it was comparable to about half the total time of printing.
This would put total monthly statement process timing for in transi t
status at about forty hours meeting the time requirement with eight hours
to spare, barely fulfilling agreements. Quarterly processing was six days
under optimal conditions factoring in three days of twelve hour daily
printing while adding half the total print time for handling. The last
consideration necessary to factor in was printer down time due to
equipment breakdown or mistakes due to malfunction or human error. These
problems would increase the time of production that could cause non-
compliance with deadlines. Equipment failure and human error occur but it
was difficult to factor these into timings. However, they needed to be
accounted for in planning insofar as allowing time to adjust via
compensation to recover and still meet timetables. If these problems were
factored in on a monthly basis the yearly total of experienced downtime
divided into monthly increments would be between one and two hours. This
does not critically effect the calculated time estimates to cause overrun
of schedules. Although, the intermittent nature of problem occurrence
resul ts in extreme time swings. Most weeks and months pass wi th no
downtime yet when a problem exists the downtime is many hours until the
unit is repaired. This downtime is maximized on weekends and nights as
maintenance coverage does not extend into these time periods. Again, if
problems occurred during the month it would not adversely effect statement
processing. Although, if problems occurred at end of month the
possibility of major detrimental circumstances would cause extension of
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print time beyond agreed timing of product delivery. On a whole, this
option showed a positive operational performance but that positive margin
was very minimal.
Cost Analysis
Increased labor costs in the form of greater overtime of existing
employees during peak processing periods had to be incorporated. It would
also be necessary to add one full-time empioyee to assist in printing
statements and perform expanded mailroom duties to facilitate the bulk
mail delivery of the product. Appendix J is a breakdown of costs
pertaining to this option. The additional labor costs were calculated on
the requirements to perform processes to meet the deadline. Currently
there is one computer operator on each shift and a mid-shift operator
between second and third shift. This new operator would work first shift
to alleviate the monitor of printer activity and burst, trim and package
statements for delivery. The current mail clerk and first shift operator
at quarter end were figured for added overtime to supplement the greater
output capacity. Supply cost would increase to provide ribbons for the
new printer and the added continuous custom forms for the printing of new
product customer statements. Equipment cost involved the purchase of the
two thousand line per minute NCR 647 printer at twenty five thousand
dollars including a one thousand dollar installation fee of time and
materials. Yearly maintenance charge for the new printer would have been
nine hundred twenty five dollars per month that provides eight a.m. to
eight p.m. service five days per week.
The income statement is found on Appendix K in which sales were
based on the forecasted increase of product insti tution quanti ties on
Appendix H. The service client quantity could not be calculated into new
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income because this would not be a new service. This service was included
in their current data processing service contract, one hundred percent
printing was obligatory and not revenue increasing. The price per
statement for the print service for product customers would have been five
cents per statement. In comparison to the later two options that price
the statement at seven cents, this price reflected the lesser quality
product versus laser print clarity. The advertising expense was minimal
because promotion would have been passed by salesperson word of mouth via
telephone solicitation. The effort would also be supported through new
product customer sales as it would be included in the portfolio at point
of sale proposal. The equipment would be depreciated over five years as
the lifespan of the equipment is short. This fact was due to the printer
technology originating in the late 1970's. The bottom line showed a small
first year loss followed by small gains in year two and three.
Evaluation
Evaluation of the option brought forth many advantages and
disadvantages which arose and determined its value. The positive aspects
began with enough expanded output capacity to support services in the
short term. Although, the timing deadline issue was not completely on
stable ground as conditions could occur to cause service problems. The
printer cost was not a large financial burden and added personnel
expenditures including other costs were all within corporate potential.
The risk in developing added services was moderate because if at least
sixty percent of product customers were not obtained this plan would cause
a loss in service operations.
Disadvantages of this option began with the scope of repertoire.
This was not a comprehensive service coverage as it only provided printed
statements.
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The customer would have needed to continue locating and
contracting for supplemental services such as the main processing routine.
Competition was another factor which was expected to exploit that weakness
of XYZ Corporation by offering complete printing and peripheral services
which would increase their market share while decreasing that of XYZ
Corporation. Competition would also scrutinize the weakness of XYZ
Corporation product quality by offering laser~printing and the customized
versatility that was in combination with the high speed capabilities. XYZ
Corporation's continued use of line printers would adversely affect
service sales, as time progressed, in the form of low growth because
customers would desire state of the art options. That last factor might
have also directed the self sufficient credit unions toward the purchase
of a desktop laser printer and further processing autonomy. It was for
these reasons and the result of projected income statement profits, which
were very small, that made this plan unattractive. In balancing the many
factors, the disadvantages outweighed advantages and was the impetus in
deciding not to implement this alternative in resolution of this case
issue.
Option Two
The second option was a total overhaul of statement printing
services facilitated by the acquisition of a Xerox laser printer not only
to upgrade capacity output but to improve response time and bring the
quality of print to technological standards (Maguire, 1988). This
alternative also opened the door to additional services such as insertion
of statements into envelopes and parcel postmark for direct mail delivery.
These added services would have developed a new avenue to increased
revenue via enhanced marketing of services.
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Organizational Preparation
To facilitate the new venture the organization would have had to
make a few minor changes to prepare for added services with a new means of
production. Appendix L displays the proposed organizational chart for XYZ
Corporation. The only modification from the current structure was the
addition of the laser printer operator. Because production would have
been entirely covered by the Operations department the new facet of
processing with its supporting employee would reside under the Operations
Manager, among that staff. The purchase of the Xerox laser printer
including a training course provided by Xerox Corp. in the operation of
the uni t wi th all costs included in the contract price (Xerox Corp.,
1990). The new employee would have been trained as the primary operator
while the four computer operators would have been trained as secondary or
backup technicians. The printer operator would have worked closely with
the administrator of the service which would be the Operations Manager.
The Manager would receive work orders from sales through the Customer
Support staff. Work orders define the exact requirements and options
selected by the customer. With those orders the Manager would set
customer processing up with all specifications for the computer operators
to extract and process the data to magnetic tape media. From that point
the tape media would be transferred to the printer operator which would
print the statements from tape on the Xerox laser printer, with further
instructions from the Manager. After printing was completed, the printer
operator would give the output product to the mail clerk. The mail clerk
would then package and bulk deliver the statements to the customer if the
mail service was not selected. Otherwise, the statements would go to
Print'N Mail, Inc. for the contracted mail service processing. After the
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complete process both computer and printer operators would send the
written recording of statement quantities from the actual process to the
corporate controller. The controller would then calculate the billing
charges and invoice the customers. All invoices would require payment
within thirty days of receiving notification. All invoices would be
delivered to customers by accounting no later than the fifteenth of each
month.
Further defini tion of laser printing services can be found in
Appendix M, while mail service guidelines are disclosed on Appendix N.
Major specifications to note were that contracts would have had to be
signed before services began. Sample statements would be provided for
customer approval before any forms were processed through the mail service
for each and every statement process. Postal charges would require
payment directly by the credit union to the U.S.P.S. before any parcels
were mail ed • XYZ Corporation would not play a mediatory role in this
transaction and the Postal Service requires payment at point of service
sale. All service customer files are maintained at XYZ Corporation and
would be processed immediately upon end of period. Product customers
would have to extract and process their own data and deliver it to XYZ
Corporation for statement processing. Some of these tapes are streaming
cartridge which require conversion to reel tape that operate on the laser
printer input device. Deadlines would begin for product customers when
tapes were received and would have the standard two days for monthly and
seven days for quarterly statements. Appendix 0 is the developed work
order for product customers to send in with their statement processing
tapes. All service customers would already have a customer file record of
this information that operations would work from. Any changes to those
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specifications would have to be requested of XYZ Corporation through the
Customer Support department which would relay that information to the
Operations Manager. The microfiche processing found on the work order is
an already established service that XYZ Corporation contracts from Endata,
Inc. and does not effect the statement printing operation.
Marketing
The marketing and sales effort would use~ the same approach as option
one but to a greater extent. The annual cost of three thousand dollars
had been budgeted for marketing to print brochures and newsletters to
attract customers to the new laser printing services. Sales would channel
their effort via normal telephone solici tation and service or product
portfolio proposal. Greater exposure would also be gained through
conventions and regularly scheduled user meetings. It was hoped that the
initial laser print service customers would also pass on advertisement via
word of mouth from positive experiences. It was felt that this effort
would be very effective. Coupled with the service interest survey it was
projected that ninety percent of service customers would contract for
laser statements in the first year while sixty percent of product
·customers would sign up. Of the ninety percent and sixty percent of laser
print service sales sixty and eighty percent, respectively, would contract
for the mail services. These projections were found on Appendix P in
which the calculated figures were based on actual statement processing
quantities. Second year projections showed no change to service customer
quantities but an additional sixty percent increase in product customer
laser printing was expected, and likewise, sixty percent in their mail
services. Third year calculation again showed no change in service
customer quantities but a twenty percent increase in product customer
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printing and mail services was found. These increases reflected not only
a greater exploitation of existing product customers to printing services
each year but also 'the nationwide sales effort of both inhouse systems and
independent credit union customers. It was important to clarify that
these new laser printing services were an additional charge for existing
service customers. If any service customers chose not to contract for
laser printing, their statements would still h~ve to be provided according
to their data processing agreement which would continue to be printed on
the impact line printers. Incentives could have been provided by sales to
entice these customers to switch to the new printing service.
Cost Analysis
The Major expenditure of this alternative was the purchase of a
Xerox model 4050 laser printer. The purchase price found on Appendix Q is
$140,500 that included installation. Funds for this would be provided by
the established appropriations set aside over the past years for future
business development and exists in the form of liquid investments.
Supplies for the print operation were broken down into yearly costs based
on projected quantities found on Appendix R. These supplies would have
been purchased directly from the Xerox Corp. Forms and envelope price
quotations were displayed on Appendixes Sand T which come from the
current supplier of forms to XYZ Corporation being Quality Business Forms,
Inc. The labor cost breakdown is found on Appendix U which corresponds to
the changes noted in "organizational preparation" and was consistent with
statement deadline requirements. All projected increases in labor costs
for all options were based on an average yearly rate of five percent. The
administrative and overhead costs are listed on Appendix V which include
the depreciation of the laser printer based on seven years. Printer
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maintenance would be provided by the Xerox Corp. field engineering staff.
Utilities cover the added electrical usage while miscellaneous supplies
and indirect labor were related to administrative duties. The contracted
mail service costs are found on Appendix W which was in the form of a
yearly agreement between Print'N Mail, Inc. and XYZ Corporation.
The total expense breakdown for the first three years of plan
implementation is presented on Appendix X based on projected statement
quantities. The cost of goods sold was then transferred to Appendix Y to
calculate on income statement format the net profit from laser printing
operations. Year one reflected strong performance with solid growth in
years after. In greater detail, Appendixes Z through CC represent actual
cash flow with the thirty day billing cycle taken into consideration. It
was found in the yearly cash flow appendixes that a greater amount of
expenditures would be realized between November and March. That was due
to most credit union fiscal year end occurring either at the end of
September or December. A highly concerted effort would be made during
that time period to gain more sales because new customers would be more
susceptible to contract for services at the beginning of their fiscal year
from budgetary appropriations from the prior year. Cost of goods sold was
based on actual expenses incurred by printing and mail service quantities.
The five year cash flow tied in the initial investment and examined the
payback point when revenue converted into profitable earnings. A return
on investment and break even point analysis were also provided to develop
an indepth grasp of performance. Year four and five were both based on
annual twenty percent increases in sales while operating costs were
increased by the five percent labor adjustment. All accounting analysis
of this plan show great promise through quick recovery and high returns.
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Feasibility Study
In regards to the physical requirements for placement of this Xerox
laser printing equipment, sufficient space had been defined and was
available within the Operations department for its location (Xerox Corp.,
1990). After examining the changes to staffing, duties and cost analysis
a projected time estimate was needed to determine if this option was
feasible. Appendix DD shows a calculation of monthly and quarterly
statement processes performed by the fifty page per minute laser printer.
There were a few factors to keep in mind when discovering the process
timetable. First, the timing was a true reflection of complete dedicated
printing without interruption. The only threat to this would have been
equipment failure or human error as outlined in option one. Secondly, no
statement handling insofar as bursting or trimming would be required
because all laser forms are cut sheet and ready for mail processing after
printing. The last consideration was the fact that the customer did not
need to handle the statements any more because the mail services would be
provided directly through XYZ Corporation. The bulk mail delivery time
could be eliminated with the mail service which saved that amount of time
in transit. Statements would in turn find their account holder
destination in less time with the elimination of several handling steps.
Al though, the greatly increased processing quanti ties based on higher
demand created an influx of pressure to meet deadlines. Year one time
projections barely met set timetables while year three surpassed the limit
on quarterly processes. If the customers would be unwilling to compromise
established deadlines for what in actuality would have been a more
expedi tious turn around time of statements into the account holders
possession, this plan would have failed in its attempt to adequately
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satisfy their needs. Certainly the timings showed the inability to meet
the established timetables which if weighted heavily on the production
staff might have in result created greater problems and errors in the long
run.
Evaluation
Advantages found in this new method of statement printing were
significant and many. Optimistically, this~service would be a maximum
revenue creator with excellent growth potential. This last aspect would
be facilitated by offering the one stop shop of many services under one
roof for customer convenience. In even greater proportions this plan
comprehensively addressed both competi tion and the upgrade of service
quality. The competition would not be able to get a jump on XYZ
Corporation in this newly developing field by exposing high technology
products. It would be less likely that competition would feed off of XYZ
Corporation for customers. The high tech capabilities would enable XYZ
Corporation to offer a versatile product with numerous options (Dickinson,
1986). Customers would be intrigued with custom logo print and rnulti-
color arrangements (Betts, 1986). Marketing would be able to use this new
product to enhance their portfolio to more effectively sell the complete
package of XYZ Corporation products and services.
Disadvantages began with the large cost burden to initiate this
undertaking. For a small business like XYZ Corporation the risk would
have been very high. In the event that surveys were not a correct gauge
of demand due to customer reconsideration or any other factor, XYZ
Corporation could fall pray to "fatal" financial trouble.
Another factor was the complexity not only of adding services, but
more options and administrative control. Also, service customers not
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opting for laser statement processing would require their forms to be
printed on existing line printers. This would create a dual statement
processing system, old and new, that could result in more errors and
greater compensating costs. The issue of meeting time schedules again
came into play. If an understanding could be developed between customers
they would remain loyal, if not, sales would decrease as well as market
share.
One other threat to this plan was customer self sufficiency. If
customers decided to purchase their own desktop laser printers on a wide
scale it would have been disastrous for XYZ Corporation to be left holding
the cost of this expensive equipment, unable to recoup loses. It was for
the many reasons mentioned that a different method of resolving this case
issue was necessary. The optimal response, if the alternative could be
found would be to alleviate the investment burden from XYZ Corporation
while redirecting the statement print quantity obligation in conjunction
with creation of additional revenue, if possible.
Option Three
This final alternative was actually an extension of option two and
also presents the opportunity to minimize direct risk yet boost the margin
of profit by indirectly cutting costs. The plan was a mirror image of the
last plan insofar as laser printing the customer statements and offering
the same comprehensive services package with all options and plan
versatility. The means in which this would be accomplished is simple,
being a long term contract with a third party to offload service printing
responsibilities.
This third party which happened to be the main competitor in option
two which was Endata, Inc. Endata is currently a large data processing
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microfiche producer on the national marketplace. They are headquartered
in Tennessee and have many outlets across the country. Endata has just
embarked upon laser printing in Wisconsin by purchasing a Xerox model 9700
laser printer for their Madison office. Their current effort is to
develop a strong customer base in which to provide printing services.
Through many meetings with Endata people at their Appleton branch, details
have been worked out to direct XYZ Corporation's large credi t union
statement printing requirements to this Madison facility. This agreement
did provide both Endata and XYZ Corporation with the shared profit from
revenues necessary to resolve key issues for each party. Specifically,
Endata needed to quickly obtain service contracts in which to cost justify
their venture and this was the opportunity to gain a large amount in one
transaction. XYZ Corporation had to alleviate their progressively
troublesome printing obligations which was fueled by added printing
service contracts.
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RESOLUTION
Feasibility Study
It was for all of these reasons and the proj ected processing
quantities found on Appendix EE which show the same progressive numbers
for product customers that option three was selected to resolve the issue.
This also allowed the service customer quantity to be elevated to the one
hundred percent level. Consequently, XYZ Corporation is negotiating the
addition of this service with all customers as their contracts expire and
are rewri t ten over the coming year. This is being worked out in
coordination with all service credit unions so that complete elimination
of line printed statements at XYZ Corporation does occur via one hundred
percent transferal of statement printing to Endata, Inc.
The current staffing at XYZ Corporation is sufficient to support
these new services due to the addition of only administrative
responsibilities. The coordination of printing requirements follows the
same method as option two except this information is passed on to Endata,
Inc. which performs the printing services. Print'N Mail, Inc. of Madison
provides the same mail services as outlined in the previous plan. XYZ
Corporation responsibility beside providing detailed printing and mailing
instructions is to extract, create and convert all statement data onto
magnetic tape media which is given to the Appleton Endata office then
couriered to Madison the same day. Delivery to Madison is completed
within six hours either day or night. Their contract agreement specifies
that monthly statements are to be produced within twenty four hours of
receiving tapes with an additional twenty four hours for Print'N Mail to
mail out all parcels. The quarterly timings are to be forty eight hours
including the mail service and seventy two hours for bulk delivery
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statements. This agreement is found on Appendix FF. XYZ Corporation is
responsible for supplying the custom statement form to Endata and double
window envelopes to Print'N Mail. Appendix GG is a detailed calculation
that supports these timings by the one hundred twenty page per minute
Xerox 9700 laser printer. These figures reflected the optimal services
and provided optimism for XYZ Corporation in the strength and validity of
this plan.
Other departments of XYZ Corporation function in the same manner for
this plan as for option two. The marketing and sales effort continue on
their pace with this added plan in their portfolio which creates
versatility in their effort to satisfy demand. The accounting department
is realizing a few more adjustments as they coordinate their billing
activities and supplement their information from Endata and Print'N Mail.
The Operations Manager is required to set up a pickup schedule for each
statement processing period for Endata to obtain the tapes containing data
to print. That individual also follows up on Endata and Print'N Mail
performance each statement cycle to ensure expeditions service completion.
This is necessary as XYZ Corporation still maintains direct responsibility
for all printing and mailing services to the credit union even though
their role is that of a broker.
Cost Analysis
A pricing breakdown is found on Appendix HH that accounts for all
costs of goods sold then discloses the revenue gain per statement by XYZ
Corporation for each service. A cumulative expense breakdown figured on
projected statement quantities from printing sales is within cost of goods
sold for years one through three shown on Appendix II. These cumulative
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amounts were extensions of the pricing figures in conjunction with
designated amounts of processing.
With a view of the income statement on Appendix JJ, the benefits of
this joint venture prove very profitable. What was more evident was that
if sales would prove to be less then projected, a solid profit could still
be gained without the pressure of long term debt associated with expensive
equipment purchase. Labor expenses will also be held in check which is
very advantageous. The major comparison between this plan and option two
was that Endata most likely is able to produce laser printing services for
less cost than the capability of XYZ Corporation. This is a factor that
will be worked to XYZ Corporation advantage while avoiding direct
competition with Endata which could have become an intensive struggle.
Working together, the two businesses can have the best of two worlds. A
further and indepth analysis of XYZ Corporation financial forecast from
this venture is found on Appendixes KK through NN. These are the first
three year cash flow statements and the cumulative five year cash flow
picture. One thing to note is that positive cash status takes hold in a
short period of time and if all indications work out perfectly the five
year profit realization will be half a million dollars. As good as that
sounds chances are that it will not likely unfold that optimistically.
Yet this presents a large margin on which to build a positive base of
business.
Evaluation
The operational aspects of this alternative initiate with an
experience of increased administrative duties because of the influx of
more customers, addition of multiple processing options and coordination
of services with third party suppliers. This will increase the duties of
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the Operations Manager yet that position can encompass the responsibility.
What this means, unlike option two, is that no personnel additions are
needed. This factor eliminates the added cost of labor and benefits which
would have been a constant tax to XYZ Corporation since labor is
encompassed within the service contract with Endata, Inc. Weighing the
many factors, an advantage is realized in the category of direct labor.
Other departments will also be able to cope with an even distribution of
added responsibilities that will not subject any single employee to
significantly increased activity.
A certain amount of cost will be absorbed by XYZ Corporation by
transferring all service customers to laser printing but this cost is
expected to be minimal. At worst, XYZ Corporation is willing to accept
half of the printing expense in compromise with service customers not
wanting to voluntarily switch to laser printing. This issue will be dealt
on a one to one basis as they arise in order to isolate and confidentially
address each institution. Sales will encounter the issue upfront before
contracts expire by performing their sales pitch in a hopeful effort to
entice smooth cooperation. Because of the advanced services and options
it will be well worth the customer to act positively in switching. If
greater difficulties are experienced promotions and discounts will be made
available so that complete changeover is accomplished.
The challenge to this plan is the individual credit union purchase
of desktop laser printers for their own statement processing. If
occurring on a wide scale, which is highly unlikely, services will
decline. But that presents one of the strong points of this plan which
does not subject XYZ Corporation to payback of investments such as a laser
printer. True, revenue would be lost but so would output capaci ty
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obligations wi thout the worry of covering expenses incurred via an
autonomous business venture. Splitting profits with Endata, Inc. may be
viewed negatively but when considering that the majority of the cost risk
is shouldered by Endata this plan reveals promise. In essence, XYZ
Corporation will eliminate obligation to ever growing performance of
printing services while making a positive move toward high technological
capabilities. Excellent profits are designed to be made while avoidance
of direct confrontation with competition will assist in maintaining sales
revenue.
The advanced technology will be implemented that is needed to
sustain business operations for years to come. The customer base not only
looks for such innovation but expects it, especially in the ever evolving
field of data processing. Added options such as zip code sorting that
enables lower postal rates enhances the service as a cost cutting measure
for customers. Combining communication mailings such as newsletters with
statements also eliminates the quantity of parcel costs which can decrease
by fifty percent or more. Multi-colored printing in perfect laser quality
makes the statements clearly legible for account holders. Custom credit
union logo print in their credit union colors will make the product more
attractive and impressive to their account holder clients. The more
expeditious method of placing the statements in the account holders hand
could in all likelihood increase the greatest amount of satisfaction of
credi t union clients wi th their financial insti tution. This is all
encompassed in this plan to help the credit union fulfil their statement
responsibilities to their customers delight which can improve loyalty and
increase patronage. The plan is also to decrease the burden of credit
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union administrative duties by covering more services through XYZ
Corporation.
The newly developing laser printing services will be the vehicle in
which all statement processing is provided by XYZ Corporation. With
future expansion into mini-computers this option will put XYZ Corporation
in the position to eliminate dependence on the mainframe systems and line
printers. By contracting the printing of Ennata, XYZ Corporation gains
the flexibility needed to expand into the technologically rich
mini-computer environment and focus upon financial data processing
services and product sales. This plan combines many positive attributes
and diminishes risks in resolving this case objectives and it felt to be
definitive.
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APPENDIX A
XYZ Corporation
Actual Current Statement Process Timings
Factor: Two NCR model 647 printers @ 2,000 lines per minute.
One statement contains 66 lines.
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Customer
Type
Monthly
Share Draft
Quarterly
Savings & Loan
Online (Fac. Mgmt)
Online (Mainframe)
Batch
Total
Monthly Statements
295,884
234,912
22,020
552,816
134,500
~2 9 7 ,936
218,988
651,424
Quarterly Statements
552,816 statements per year
12 months per year
46,068 statements per month
x 66 lines per statement
651,424 statements per year
4 quarters per year
162,856 statements per qtr
+ 46,068 stmts per month
3,040,488 lines per month
2,000 lines per minute
1,520 minutes per month
2 printers
208,924
x 66
13,788,984
2,000
stmts per qtr month
lines per statement
lines per quarter
lines per minute
760 minutes per printer
60 minutes per day
6,894 minutes per printer
2 printers
13
24
.5
hours per month 3,447 minutes per quarter
hours per day 60 minutes per day
day per month 57 hours per quarter
24 hours per day
2.4 days per quarter
APPENDIX B
XYZ Corporation
Statement Printing
Weighted Employee Overtime Calculation
Monthly:
Weekday requirement:
4 computer operators @ 2 hours x 2 days
1 mail clerk @ 4 hours x 2 days
Total weekday overtime per month
Weekend requirements:
4 computer operators @ 8 hours x 2 days
1 mail clerk @ 8 hours x 2 days
Total weekend overtime per month
16 hours
8 hours
24 hours
64 hours
16 hours
80 hours
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Total weekday overtime 24 hours x 5 days 120 hours
Total weekend overtime 80 hours x 2 days 160 hours
Total weighted overtime 280 hours
Number of days per week 7 days
Total weighted monthly overtime 36 hours
Quarterly:
Weekday requirements:
4 computer operators @ 2 hours x 5 days
1 mail clerk @ 4 hours x 3 days
Total weekday overtime per quarter
Weekend requirements:
4 computer operators @ 2 hours x 3 days
4 computer operators @ 8 hours x 2 days
1 mail clerk @ 4 hours x 1 day
1 mail clerk @ 8 hours X 2 days
Total weekend overtime per quarter
= 40 hours
= 12 hours
52 hours
24 hours
64 hours
4 hours
1 6 hours
108 hours
Total weekday overtime 52 hours x 5 days 260 hours
Total weekend overtime 108 hours 108 hours
Total weighted overtime 368 hours
Number of days per week . 7 days
Total weighted quarterly overtime 53 hours
APPENDIX C
XYZ Corporation
Customer Data Processing
Service Charge Calculation
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Factors: Account maintenance charge $ .50
Online charge per hour $ 50.00
Example: One credit union with 10,000 accounts.
Open for service 9:00 am to 5:00 pm daily.
Online charge 8 hours
x 20 business days per month
160 online hours per month
x $ 50 charge per hour
Total $ 8,000 online charge per month
Account charge = 10,000 accounts
x $ .50 charge per accounts
Total $ 5,000 account charge per month
Total online charge per month
Total account charge per month
Total monthly charge for example
$ 8,000
5,000
$ 13,000
APPENDIX D
XYZ Corporation
Statement Processing Growth Forecast
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Key: (FM)
(Hf)
facilities management service
mainframe service
Factors: Targeted projections by marketing per surveys:
Inhouse customers (year 1 & 2):
statement printing = 60% of total accounts
mail service = 80% of total accounts printed
year 3 = 20% increase of each of the above
year 4 & 5 = 5% increase of each of the above
Two NCR model 647 printers @ 2,000 line per minute.
One statement contains 66 lines.
Current
Year
Number of
Accounts
Number of Statements
Processed by XYZ Corp.
Customer
Type
Online (FM)
Online (Mf)
Batch
Inhouse
Total
Monthly
SiD
295,884
234,912
22,020
747,000
1,299,816
Quarterly
S&L
134,500
297,936
218,988
1,022,800
1,674,224
Monthly
SiD
295,884
234,912
22,020
o
552,816
Quarterly
S&L
134,500
297,936
218,988
o
651,424
First year growth forecast:
Monthly Statements Quarterly Statements
1,299,816 statements per year 1,674,224 statements per year
. 12 months per year 4 quarters per year
108,318 statements per month
x 66 lines per statement
7,148,988 lines per month
: 2,000 lines per minute
418,556 statements per qtr
+108,318 stmts per month
526,874 stmts per qtr month
x 66 lines per statement
3,574 minutes per month
2 printers
------
1,787 minutes per printer
60 minutes per day
------
30 hours per month
24 hours per day
------
1.2 day per month
======
34,773,684 lines per quarter
2,000 lines per minute
17,387 minutes per printer
• 2 printers
8,694 minutes per quarter
60 minutes per day
145 hours per quarter
24 hours per day
6 days per quarter
APPENDIX D
continued
XYZ Corporation
Statement Processing Growth Forecast
Determinant Factors in Projections
of Account Quantities
Service Customers:
Mainframe and batch services are no longer marketed.
Number of accounts continue to increase as institutions
gain customers.
Facility Management customers are increasing at a slow
rate and do not show a prospective influencial increase
for three to five years.
Mainframe and batch institutions are either converting
to Facility Management or for other service bureaus.
The number of accounts over the last two years have
held steady due to a balancing of these many factors.
An expected decline may occur after three years because
the market has matured.
This service is marketed, due to telephone line costs
and duration of long distance mail service, within the
state of Wisconsin only which is confining while a
market saturation exists.
Product Customers:
Market is on upswing and is on the way to maturity.
Growth pattern in number of accounts for mid to large
size credit unions.
After three years on the market product sales are now
growing rapidly.
Mainframe customers are selecting this method in conv-
erting from obsolete services.
Nationwide marketing expands growth opportunity with
the advantage of midwestern data processors being more
advanced in the credit union market versus outside
regional competitors with this innovative product.
Statement processing packages is a new opportunity to
this type of customer so large growth is possible as
customer base is untapped while competition has yet
to identify this industry with an organized effort.
Quick growth is expected due to the demand displayed
through preliminary survey of interest in statement
printing services.
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APPENDIX E
XYZ Corporation
Growth of Inhouse (product) Customers
1987-1990
Number of Number of Accounts Percent
Year Credit Unions Monthly Quarterly Increase
------------- ------- ---------
--------
1987 23 32,000 139,500
1988 27 37,000 161,000 15%
1989 34 47,875 ~ 195,000 25%
1990 43 62,250 255,700 ]0%
Projected Sales
1991 54 77,813 319,625 25%
1992 68 97,266 399,531 25%
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APPENDIX F
XYZ Corporation
Service Customer Breakdown
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No. of
Credit Unions
Customer
Type
Number of Accounts
Monthly
Share Draft
Quarterly
Savings & Loan
43
42
9
94
Batch
Online (Mf)
Online (FM)
Totals
1,835
19,576
24,657
46,068
x 12 months
54,747
74,484
33,625
162,856
x 4 qtrs
Maximum stmts to process/yr 552,816
Total combined stmts to process/yr
651,424
+ 552,816
1,204,240
APPENDIX G
XYZ Corporation
Product Customer Breakdown
Number of Accounts
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No. of
Credit Unions
43
Customer
Type
Online
Monthly
Share Draft
62,250
Quarterly
Savings & Loan
255,700
x 12 months x 4 qtrs
Maximum stmts to process/yr 747,000
Total combined stmts to process/yr
1,022,800
+ 747,000
1,769,800
=========
APPENDIX H
XYZ Corporation
Option One
Statement Processing Projection
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Factors:
Customer
Type
First Year
100% of Service customer account processing
50% of Product customer account processing
Number of Statements
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
On line (FM)
Online (Mf)
Batch
Inhouse
Total
295,884
234,912
22,020
373,500
926,316
134,500
297,936
218,988
511,400
1,162,824 2,089,140
Factors:
Customer
Type
Second Year
100% of Service customer account processing
10% increase of Product customer account processing
Number of Statements
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Online (FM)
On 1 i ne (M f )
Batch
Inhouse
Total
295,884
234,912
22,020
410,850
963,666
134,500
297,936
218,988
562,540
1,213,964 2,177,630
Factors:
Customer
Type
Third Year
100% of Service customer account processing
5% increase of Product customer account processing
Number of Statements
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Online (FM)
Online (Mf)
Batch
Inhouse
Total
295,884
234,912
22,020
431,393
984,209
134,500
297,936
218,988
590,667
1,242,091 2,226,300
APPENDIX I
XYZ Corporation
Option One
Statement Processing Time Estimate
Factor: Three NCR 647 printers @ 2,000 lines per minute.
One statement contains 66 lines.
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Year One:
Monthly Statements Quarterly Statements
926,316 statements per year 1,162,824 statements per year
12 months per year 4 quarters per year
77,193 statements per month
x 66 lines per statement
290,706~statements per qtr
+ 77,899 stmts per month
5,094,738 lines per month
2,000 lines per minute
2,547 minutes per month
·
3 printers
·------
849 minutes per printer
~ 60 minutes per day
------
14 hours per month
.: 24 hours per day
·
------
.6 day per month
======
Year Two:
Monthly Statements
367,899 stmts per qtr month
x 66 lines per statement
-------
24,281,334 lines per quarter
2,000 lines per minute
---------
12,141 minutes per printer
3 printers
4,047 minutes per quarter
60 minutes per day
68 hours per quarter
24 hours per day
2.8 days per quarter
Quarterly Statements
963,666 statements per year 1,213,964 statements per year
12 months per year 4 quarters per year
80,306 statements per month
x 66 lines per statement
303,491 statements per qtr
+ 80,306 stmts per month
12,665 minutes per printer
3 printers
4,222 minutes per quarter
.- 60 minutes per day
70 hours per quarter
0-1 hours per day4..~
3 days per quarter
5,300,196 lines per month
2,000 lines per minute
2,950 minutes per month
~ 3 printers
------
883 minutes per printer
. 60 minutes per day
------
15 hours per month
24 hours per day
------
.6 da~" per month
======
383,797
x 66
25,330,602
2,000
stmts per qtr month
lines per statement
lines per quarter
lines per minute
APPENDIX I
continued
XYZ Corporation
Option One
Statement Processing Time Estimate
Factor: Three NCR 647 printers @ 2,000 lines per minute.
One statement contains 66 lines.
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Year Three:
Monthly Statements Quarterly Statements
984,209 statements per year 1,242,091 statements per year
12 months per year 4 quarters per year
82,017 statements per month
x 66 lines per statement
5,413,150 lines per month
2,000 lines per minute
310,523 statements per qtr
+ 82,017 stmts per month
392,540 stmts per qtr month
x 66 lines per statement
2,706 minutes per month
. 3 printers
------
902 minutes per printer
60 minutes per day
------
15 hours per month
24 hours per day
------
.6 day per month
======
25,907,640 lines per quarter
2,000 lines per minute
12,954 minutes per printer
3 printers
4,318 minutes per quarter
60 minutes per day
72 hours per quarter
~ 24 hours per day
3 days per quarter
APPENDIX J
XYZ Corporation
Option One
First Year Cost Breakdown
Itemized Expenses
Labor:
Computer Operator (one full-time hire)
8 hrs/mo @ $10.00/hr
Overtime:
Mail Clerk (current full-time employee)
24 hrs/mo @ $7.00/hr
Cost/Year
$ 20,800
2,016
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Computer Operator (current full-time employee)
8 hrs/qtr @ overtime rate 1 1/2 X $10.00/hr
to supplement labor at peak periods
Total labor cost
Supplies:
480
$ 23,296
Printer Ribbons $20.00/ea. @ 1/week
Continuous Custom Statement Form
2,200 sheets/case @ $10.00/case
$ .005/stmt X 884,900 stmts
Total supply cost
Equipment:
$ 1,040
4,425
$ 5,465
NCR model 647 printer
NCR service printer installation
NCR service maintenance
12 hrs/day, 5 day/week @ $ 925/month
Total equipment cost
Total first year cost
Total yearly expense less equipment purchase
$ 25,000
1,000
11,000
-------
$ 37,000
=======
$ 65,761
$ 39,761
APPENOI\ r;
x y! Cor po r- d t 10 fI
Opt Ion ()np
Income Statement
based on forecasted sales
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Sales:
Product Custs:
Stmt Printing ($.051
Total Sales
YEAR :1
(884,500 stmtsl
44,245
44,245
YEAR #2
(97],390 stmts)
48,670
48,670
YEAR #3
(1,022,060 stmts)
51,103
51 , 103
Cost of Goods Sold:
Labor 23,296 2 -1 ,461 25,684
Supplies 5.465 5,907 6,150
-------- --------
Total Cost of Goods Sold: 28,761 30,368 31 ,834
Gross Profit 15.484 18,302 19,269
Operating Expenses:
Printer Maintenance 11 ,000 11. 000 11 , 000
Advertising 1 .000 J ,000 1,000
Total Operating Expenses 12,000 12,000 12,000
Net Operating Pro fit ( 3 I 484 1 6,302 7,269
Printer Depreciation
( 5 year/straight line) 5,000 5,000 5,000
Net Profit Before Taxes ( 1 ,516 ) 1,302 2,269
CORPORATE
CONTROLLER
I
bookkeeper
APPENDIX L
XYZ Corporation
Organizationai Chart
PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT
DATA PROCESSING
VICE-PRESIDENT
MARKETING
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./
OPERATIONS
MANAGER
computer
operators
mail
clerk
PROGRAMMING
SUPERVISOR
programmers
DIRECTOR OF
RESEARCH &.
DEVELOPMENT
system analysts
sales
staff
CUSTOMER SUPPORT
SUPERVISOR
support representatl\eS
APPENDIX M
XYZ Corporation
Laser Statement Printing Guidelines
- The statement form used is preprinted blue on white with back
print containing a worksheet for account reconciliation.
- A statement test file must be sent to XYZ Corp. by outside
system customers to be processed for a sample laser printed
statement, which will then be sent to that institution for
signed approval before any customer will be set up for the
laser statement processing. There will be no charge for this
initial testing.
All files sent in for processing must have~ the Statement
Processing Work Order completed, signed, and sent in with the
file for any processing to take place.
Inserts may be stuffed at the costs quoted on the pricing
schedule. A total of two pieces, including the statement, may
be inserted into one envelope before incurring additional
postal charges. For complete rules see attached Guidelines for
Inserts.
If the mailing service is not used, the printed statements will
be bulk mailed to the institution by U.P.S. and the customer
will be charged those delivery rates.
- Postal rates are determined by the quantity of parcels, and
whether or not they are in zip code order. If there are 500 or
more parcels and all parcels are in zip code order there is a
$.04 per parcel discount so that each zip sorted one ounce
parcel charge is $.25, anything else is $.29 per one ounce
parcel. These rates are subject to change by the u.S. Postal
Service at any time. Postal rates for discounts that meet the
500 parcel quantity and zip code order must fall into one of
the following two categories:
a. A minimum of 10 parcels must have the same five-digit zip code.
b. A minimum of 50 parcels must have the same first three-digits
of the zip code.
- Monthly and quarterly statement files can be submitted at the
same time on separate tape files and work orders to combine the
quantities for bulk mail price discounts.
- All inserts for stuffing and postage checks are to be sent to
XYZ Corporation.
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APPENDIX N
XYZ Corporation
Guidelines for Inserts
The following guidelines were developed to provide XYZ Corp.
customers using the statement mail service with the helpful
information to assure expidient processing of statement mailings;
and to maintain the highest quality and appearance of the
finished product. Inserts not following these guidelines may
require handstuffing which will slow down the mailing of your
statements.
1. Insert size is 8 1/2" X 3 3/4" maximum, and 3" X 5" minimum.
2. A single insert should weigh no more than 3/4 ounce.
3. All inserts need to have one single edged side, the other side
can have multiple edges.
4. No loose objects should be attached to the outside of an insert
(i.e. coupons). These items should be placed inside the
insert itself.
5. If glue has been used in/on an insert make sure excessive
gluing has not caused the inserts to become attached to each
other.
6. Inserts printed on 20 lb. paper (or less) should have at least
one fold. Heavier stock paper inserts are acceptable ~ithout
folds.
7. If the inserts have been folded prior to XYZ Corp. receiving
them they should be packed tightly and neatly in boxes.
Inserts should face one direction and be placed in the box
with the single edged folded side facing up. If more than one
layer of folded inserts are packed in a box, cardboard
dividers should be used to separate each layer. Boxes should
be packed tightly to prevent inserts from becoming jumbled,
bent, or wrinkled during shipping.
8. Rubber bands should not be used to group stacks of inserts
.together. This causes the inserts to bend in the middle making
inserting difficult because the inserts do not lie flat.
9. Inserts need to be square or rectangular in shape.
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APPENDIX 0
XYZ Corporation
Statement Processing
Work Order
1. Institution Number DATE / / __
2. Institution Name and Address: Tape Identification:
3. Service Requested (check desired processing):
Laser Printing
Mailing Service
Microfiche Process
Check One:
Statement Date: / / or Monthly Statements
(micro job #105)
Quarterly Statements _
(micro job #108)
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* Laser Printing Options: (check applicable)
Print Institution Logo for Return Address
Print Statements in Account Order
Print Statements in Zip Code Order
Zip Code Sorted by XYZ Corporation
Bulk Mail Statements back to Institution (U.P.S.)
* Mailing Service Options: (check applicable)
Statements in Zip Code Order per Laser Print
Instructions Above
Special Insert Supplied by Institution to be Mailed
With Statement
Note - ATTACH A COPY OF THE INSERT TO THIS WORK ORDER
* Microfiche Process (Acct. Order Only)
____ Number of Duplicate Copies Requested
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION SIGNATURE
APPENDIX P
XYZ Corporation
Option Two
Statement Processing Projection
First Year
Factors: 90% of Service customer account processing
60% of Product customer account processing
60% of Service customer account mailing
80% of Product customer account mailing
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Customer
Type
Number of Statements
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Number of Parcels
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Onl ine (FM)
Online (Mf)
Batch
Inhouse
266,296
21 1 ,421
19,818
448,200
121,050
268,142
197,089
613,680
159,778
126,853
11 ,891
358,560
72,630
160,885
118,253
490,94-1
657,082 842,712
1,499,794
Total
Combined Total
Factors:
~45,735 1,199,961
2.145,696
Second Year
90% of Service customer account processing
60% increase of Product customer account processing
60% of Service customer account mailing
80% of Product customer account mailing
Customer
Type
Number of Statements
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Number of Parcels
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Online (FMI
Online (Mf)
Batch
Inhouse
266,296
211,421
19,818
717 .120
121,050
268,142
197,089
981,888
159,778
126,853
11,891
573,696
72,630
160,885
118,253
785,510
872,218 1,137,278
2,009,496
Total
Combined Total
Factors:
1,214,655 1,568,169
2,782,824
Third Year
90% of Service customer account processing
20% increase of Product customer account processing
60% of Service customer account mailing
80X of Product customer account mailing
Customer
Type
Number of Statements
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Number of Parcels
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Onl ine (FM)
Online (Mf)
Batch
Inhouse
266,296
211 ,421
19,818
860,544
121,050
268,142
197,089
1,178,266
159,778
126,853
11,891
688,435
72,630
160,885
118,253
942,613
Total
Combined Total
1,358,079 1,764,547
3,122,526
986,957 1,294,381
2,281,338
APPENDIX Q
Xerox Corporation
D.J. Bordini Technological Innovation Center
S Systems Lane
P.O. Box 2277
Appleton, WI 54913-2277
414 735-4700/1-800-777-6399
March 21, 1990
XEROX
Mr. Tomas Brooks
985 E. Shady Lane
Neenah, WI 54956
Dear Tomas:
I have enclosed the Xerox 4050 and 4075 (replaces the 4060)
pricing and product information for systems that would
attache to IBM 4300/3000 class mainframes. The basic cost
information is as follows:
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Purchase
Xerox 4050
$ 140,500.00
Xerox 4075
$ 69,990.00
Maintenance:
lx5 (1 shift/day,
5 days/wk.)
$ 975.00 $ 975.00
Page Impression
Charge
$ .0032/page $ 0.00
Supplies
Paper
$ .0012/page
$ .005/phys.sht.
$ .0033/page
$ .005/phys.sht.
Please feel free to call if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
XEROX CORPORATION
Dave Wuestenberg
Printing Systems Specialist
DW/dvv
APPENDIX R
XYZ Corporation
Option Two
Xerox 4050 Laser Printer Supply Cost
Year One
75
Reorder
Number Description Yield
Price
per
Carton
Price
per
Impression
Carton
per
Year
6R301
5R302
8R983
Dry Ink
Developer
Fuser
135,000
500,000
200,000
$103.50 ~$.000772
203.00 .000473
12 . 00 .000062
$.001307
16
5
11
based on 2,145,696 page impressions per 1st year production
Year Two
Price Price Carton
Reorder per per per
Number Description Yield Carton Impression Year
------- -----------
------ ---------- ------
6R301 Dry Ink 135,000 $103.50 $.000781 21
5R302 Developer 500,000 203.00 .000438 6
8R983 Fuser 200,000 12.00 .000060 14
-------
$.001279
=======
based on 2,782,824 page impressions per 2nd year production
Year Three
Price Price Carton
.Reorder per per per
Number Description Yield Carton Impression Year
------- ----------- ------ ---------- ------
6R301 Dry Ink 135,000 $103.50 $.000762 23
5R302 Developer 500,000 203.00 .000390 6
8R983 Fuser 200,000 12.00 .000062 16
-------
$.001214
=======
based on 3,122,626 page impressions per 3rd year production
APPENDIX S
XYZ Corporation
QUALITY BUSINESS FORMS, INC.
Price Quotation
Item: Laser Cut Sheet Statement
Quantity: 5M, 10M, 15M, 25M, 50M, 75M, 100M, 150M, 250M+
Size: 8 1/2 X 11
Paper spec's: As required by Xerox 4050 Laser Page Printer,
20 lb. White Long Grain /~Boise Sun Laser Bond
Ink/Composition: Laser Heat Sensitive Blue Ink / Laser Heat
Sensitive Grey Backprint (Thermo. Inks)
Construction spec's: As required by Xerox 4050 Laser Page
Printer
Cost Options:
5M @ $47.55/M, 10M @ $30.06/M, 15M @ $24.25/M,
25M @ $19.78/M, 50M @ $15.75/M, 75M @ $14.55/M,
100M @ $13.90/M, 150M @ $13.44/M, 250M+ @ $12.97/M
Packaging: Chip Board Top & Bottom
Kraft Wrap @ 500's
Delivery/
Shipping: Per Your Requirements
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APPENDIX T
XYZ Corporation
QUALITY BUSINESS FORMS, INC.
Price Quotation
Item: Double Window Statement Envelope
Quantity: 5M, 10M, 15M, 25M, SaM, 75M, 100M, 150M, 250M+
Size: 4 1/8 X 9 3/8
Paper spec's: 24 lb. White Woven
Ink/Composition: Blue Inside Security Tint
Construction spec's: Double window construction 3 3/4 X 1
/ 4 3/4 X 1 1/8 glue flap
Cost Options:
5M @ $81.87/M, 10M @ $58.01/M, 15M @ $49.77/M,
25M @ $41.22/M, 50M @ $34.62/M, 75M @ $32.34/M,
100M @ $30.38/M, 150M @ $29.36/M, 250M+ @ $28.65/M
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APPENDIX U
XYZ Corporation
Option Two
Laser Statement Processing
Labor Cost Breakdown
Laser Printer Operator (new full-time hire)
$35,000/yr including benefits
40 hrs/wk
to operate & administrate laser operations
Mail Clerk (current part-time employee)
24 hrs/mo @ $7.00/hr
to interface statement delivery
Cost/Year
$ 35,000
2,016
78
Computer Operator (current full-time employee)
8 hrs/mo @ $10.00/hr 960
to supplement Printer Operator labor at peak periods
Computer Operator (current full-time employee)
8 hrs/qtr @ overtime rate 1 1/2 X $10.00/hr 480
to supplement Printer Operator labor at peak periods
-------
1st year labor cost $ 38,456
=======
2nd year salary increase X 5 %
2nd year labor cost $ 40,379
=======
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APPENDIX V
XYZ Corporation
Option Two
Administrative/Overhead Cost Breakdown
Year One
21,075
1,800
3,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
$ 18,246
$ 11,700
6,546
Freight upon purchase
Advertising/Marketing
Utilities
Misc. Supplies
Indirect Labor
Printer Maintenance:
$975 X 12
2,045,696 X .0032
Depreciation of Equipment:
$140,500 X 5% sales tax = $147,525
147,525/7 years~=
of printer
Total 1st year cost $ 47,121
Year Two
$ 11,700
8,585
Printer Maintenance:
$975 X 12
2,682,824 X .0032
Depreciation of Equipment:
$140,500 X 5% sales tax = $147,525
147,525/7 years =
Advertising/Marketing
Utilities
Misc. Supplies
Indirect Labor
Total 2nd year cost
$ 20,285
21,075
3,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
------
$ 47,360
======
Year Three
$ 11,700
9,672
Printer Maintenance:
$975 X 12
3,022,626 X .0032
Depreciation of Equipment:
$140,500 X 5% sales tax = $147,525
147,525/7 years =
Advertising/Marketing
Utilities
Misc. Supplies
Indirect Labor
Total 3rd year cost
$ 21,372
21,075
3,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
------
$ 48,447
======
APPENDIX W
XYZ Corporation
PRINT'N MAIL, INC.
Price Agreement
Customer: XYZ Corporation
Agreement Title: Laser Statement Mail Service Agreement
1 . Folding/stmt $ .006
2. Inserting (stmt + 2 inserts) .009
3. Metering/parcel .008
4 • Mail Sort/parcel .009
Total Mail Service Cost/stmt $ .032
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APPENDIX X
XYZ Corporation
Option Two
Laser Statement Processlng
Total Expense Breakdown
(based on projected sales)
81
YEAR 1
(2.145.696 stmts)
YEAR 2
(2,782.824 stmts)
YEAH 3
( J . 12 2 • l) 2 6 s t m t s )
Laser Printing:
Materials:
Laser stmt form
(SI2.97/M) 27,830 36,093 40.500
Labor:
Printer Operator 35.000 36,750 38.5~~
Mail Clerk 2.016 2,11 7 L,LL3
Computer Operator 960 1,008 1 ,058
Overtime 480 504 529
Direct Labor 38,456 40,379 4L,39~
Operating Overhead:
Printing Supplies:
Dry Ink 1,656 2,173 2.37':1
Developer 1,015 1,219 1 • L 1H
Fuser 133 167 19-1
Total Overhead 2,804 3,559 3 , 791
Cost of Laser Printing 69,090 80,031 ~6.689
(1,499,794 parcels) (2,009,496 parcels) (2,281,338 parcels I
Mail Service:
Print'N Mail:
Folding
Inserting
Postal Metering
Mail Sort
Total Service Cost
Materials:
Statement Envelope
($28.65/M)
Cost of Mail Service
Cost of Goods Sold
8.999
13,498
11,998
13,498
47,993
42,969
90,962
160,052
12,057
18,085
16,076
18,085
64,303
57,572
121,875
201,906
13.688
20,532
18,251
20.532
73,003
65.360
138.363
225.052
APPENDIX Y
XYZ Corporation
Option Two
Income Statement
based on forecasted sales
YEAR # 1 YEAR #2 YEAR #3
Sales:
Stmt Prlntlng ( $ . 07) 150.199 194,798 218,584
Parcel ~alllng($.07) 104,986 140,665 159,694
-------- --------
Total Sales 255,185 335,463 378,278
Total Cost of Goods Sold: 160,052 20'1 ,906 225,052
Gross Pro fit 95,133 133,557 153,226
Ope ra t I n~ E~penses:
Frei~ht for Printer 1.800
Printer Maintenance 18,246 20,285 21,372
Utilities 1.000 1 ,000 1,000
Mlsc. Supplies 1,000 1,000 1,000
Indirect Labor 1,000 1,000 1,000
Advertlsln~ 3,000 3,000 3,000
Total Operal.lng Expenses 26,046 26,285 27,372
Net Operating Pro fit 69,087 107,272 125,854
Printer Depree lat Ion
( 7 year/straight line) 21,075 21,075 21,075
Net Profit ~e fa re Taxes 48,012 $ 86,197 104,779
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APPENDIX Z
XYZ Corporation
Option Two
Laser Statement Processing
1st Year Cash Flow Statement
(30 day deferred payment)
8J
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.
Sales Revenue $ 0
Cost of Goods Sold 5859
9351 9350 45096
5859 28295 5859
9350 9350
5859 28295
Gross Margin (5859) 3492 (18945) 39237 3491 (18945)
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
400
1776
300
1770
300
1770
200
1770
200
1770
200
1770
Net Contribution (8035) 1422 (21015) 37267 1521 (20915)
Cumulative Cash Flow (8035) (6613)(27628) 9639 11160 (9755)
========================================
JUL. AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC.
Sales Revenue $45096
Cost of Goods Sold 5859
9350 9350 45096
5859 28295 5859
9350 9350
5859 28295
Gross Margin 39237 3491 (18945) 39237 3491 (18945)
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
200
1770
200
1770
200
1770
200
1770
300
1770
300
1770
Net Contribution 37267 1521 (20915) 37267 1421 (21015)
Cumulative Cash Flow 27512 29033 8118 45385 46806 25791
========================================
APPENDIX AA
XYZ Corporation
Option Two
Laser Statement Processing
2nd Year Cash Flow Statement
(30 day deferred payment)
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JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.
Sales Revenue $45096 12173 12174 59518 12714 12174
Cost of Goods Sold 7319 7319 35838 7319 7319 35838
Gross Margin 37777 4854 (23664) 52199 4855 (23664)
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
400
1945
300
1940
300
1940
200
1940
200
1940
200
1940
Net Contribution 35432 2614 (25904) 50059 2715 (25804)
Cumulative Cash Flow 61223 63837 37933 87992 90707 64903
JUL. AUG. SEP" OCT. NOV. DEC.
Sales Revenue $59518 12174 12174 59518 12174 12174
Cost of Goods Sold 7319 7319 35839 7319 7319 35839
Gross Margin 52199 4855 (23665) 52199 4855 (23665)
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
200
1940
200
1940
200
1940
200
1940
300
1940
300
1940
Net Contribution 50059 2715 (25805) 50059 2615 (25905)
Cumulative Cash Flow114962 117677 91872 141931 144546 118641
APPENDIX BB
XYZ Corporation
Option Two
Laser Statement Processing
3rd Year Cash Flow Statement
(30 day deferred payment)
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JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.
Sales Revenue $59518 13679 13679 67211 13679 13679
Cost of Goods Sold 8130 8130 40003 8130 8130 40003
Gross Margin 51388 5549 (26324) 59081 5549 (26324)
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
400
2031
300
2031
300
2031
200
2031
200
2031
200
2031
Net Contribution 48957 3218 (28655) 56850 3318 (28555)
Cumulative Cash Flow167598 170816 142161 199011 202329 173774
=========================================
JUL. AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC.
Sales Revenue $67212 13679 13679 67212 13679 13679
Cost of Goods Sold 8130 8130 40003 8130 8130 40003
Gross Margin 59082 5549 (26324) 59082 5549 (26324)
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
200
2031
200
2031
200
2031
200
2031
300
2031
300
2031
Net Contribution 56851 3318 (28555) 56851 3218 (28655)
Cumulative Cash Flow230625 233943 205388 262239 265457 236802
=========================================
APPENDIX CC
XYZ Corporation
Opt.ion Two
Laser Statement Processing
Projected Five Year Cash Flow Statement
based on annual across the board increases of:
20 % in YEAR 4 and YEAH
YEAR 0 YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR J YEAH 4 YEAR
Sales Revenue 0 210,089 321 ,04 1 370,585 4~4.702 533.642
Cost Of Goods Sold 0 160,052 201,906 2~5,052 270,062 324,074
Gross Margin 0 50,037 119,135 145,533 174.640 209,568
Start-up Costs ( 142,300) 0 U 0 0 0
Marketing Costs 0 3,000 3,000 J.OOO 3,000 3,000
Allocat.ed Overhead 0 21 ,246 23.285 2et.J72 29,246 35,095
Net Contribution (142,300) 25,791 92,850 11 H. 161 let2,394 1 71 ,473
Cumulative Cash Flow (142,300) (116,509) (23,659) 9~.502 236.896 408,369
Return On Investment Analysls
YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YE.-\R et YL-\R 5
25,791 92,850 118,161 142.39·t 1 7 1 .47 J
142,300 142,300 142,300 1-12. JOO 142.300
18 % 65 % 83 % 100 % 121 %
Break Even Point Analysis
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gross margin
YEAR 1
50,037
YEAR 2
119,135
YEAR 3
145,533
YEAR 4
174,640
YEAR 5
209,568
stmt & parcels 3,645,490 4,792,320 5,403,964 6,484,757 7.781.708
unit contrib.
operating cost
unit contrib.
$ .0137
26,046
.0137
.0249
26,285
.0249
.0269
27,372
.0269
.0269
* 28.741
.0269
.0269
* 30,1 78
.0269
break even count of
stmts & parcels 1,901,168 1,055,623
* reflect.s 5% increase for labor
1,017,547 1.0b8.43Y i, 121,859
APPENDIX DD
XYZ Corporation
Option Two
Statement Processing Time Estimate
Factor: Xerox 4050 laser printer @ 50 pages per minute.
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Year One:
Monthly Statements Quarterly Statements
945,735 statements per year 1,199,961 statements per year
12 months per year _ 4 quarters per year
78,811 statements per month
50 pages per minute
1,576 minutes per month
60 minutes per day
26 hours per month
24 hours per day
1.1 days per month
======
Year Two:
Monthly Statements
299,990 statements per qtr
+ 78,811~stmts per month
378,801 stmts per qtr month
50 pages per minute
7,576 minutes per quarter
60 minutes per day
126 hours per quarter
24 hours per day
5.25 days per quarter
Quarterly Statements
1,214,655 statements per year 1,568,169 statements per year
~ 12 months per year • 4 quarters per year
101,221 statements per month
50 pages per minute
2,024 minutes per month
60 minutes per day
34 hours per month
24 hours per day
1.4 days per month
======
392,042 statements per qtr
+101,221 stmts per month
493,263 stmts per qtr month
50 pages per minute
9,865 minutes per quarter
60 minutes per day
164 hours per quarter
24 hours per day
6.8 days per quarter
APPENDIX DD
XYZ Corporation
continued
Option Two
Statement Processing Time Estimate
Factor: Xerox 4050 laser printer @ 50 pages per minute.
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Year Three:
Monthly Statements Quarterly Statements
1,358,079 statements per year 1,764,547 -;statements per year
12 months per year - 4 quarters per year
.
..
113,173 statements per month
50 pages per minute
2,263 minutes per month
60 minutes per day
38 hours per month
24 hours per day
1.5 days per month
441,137 statements per qtr
+113,173 stmts per month
554,310 stmts per qtr month
50 pages per minute
11,086 minutes per quarter
60 minutes per day
185 hours per quarter
24 hours per day
7.7 days per quarter
APPENDIX EE
XYZ Corporation
Option Three
Statement Processing Projection
First Year
Fac to rs: 100X 0 f Se rv ice cus tomer accoun t process i ng
60% of Product customer account processing
60X of Service customer account mailing
80% of Product customer account mailing
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Customer
Type
Number of Statements
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Number of Parcels
Processed
Munthly Quarterly
Online (FM)
On line (.M f )
Batch
Inhouse
295,884
234,912
22,020
448,200
134,500
297,936
218,988
613,680
159,778
126,853
11 ,891
358,560
72,630
160,885
118.253
490,944
657,082 842,7l2
1,499.794
Total
Combined Total
Factors:
1,001,016 1,265,104
2,266,120
Second Year
100% of Service customer account processing
60% increase of Product customer account proceSSln~
60% of Service customer account mailing
80% of Product customer account mailing
Customer
Type
Number of Statements
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Number of Parcels
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Online (FM)
Online (Mf)
Batch
Inhouse
295,884
234,912
22.020
717,120
134,500
297,936
218,988
981,888
159,778
126,853
11 ,891
573,696
72.630
160,885
118.253
785,510
872,218 1,137,278
2,009,496
Total
Combined Total
Factors:
1,269,936 1,633,312
2,903,248
Third Year
100% of Service customer account processing
20% increase of Product customer account processing
60% of Service customer account mailing
80% of Product customer account mailing
Customer
Type
Number of Statements
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Number of Parcels
Processed
Monthly Quarterly
Onl ine (FM)
Online (Mf)
Batch
Inhouse
295,884
234,912
22,020
860,544
134,500
297,936
218,988
1,178,266
159,778
126,853
11,891
688,435
72,630
160,885
118,253
942,613
Total
Combined Total
1,413,360 1,829,690
3,2-t3,050
986,957 1,294,381
2,281,338
APPENDIX FF
XYZ Corporation
Option Three
Customer No. 5120
AGREEMENT CONTINUATION PAGE
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Customer: XYZ Corporation Agreement Title: Computer Output
Laser Imaging Service Agreement
This continuation page is an integral part of the above
referred agreement to which it is attached, provided its
acceptance is indicated by initials of all parties to the
above referred agreement.
1 . Laser Printing $ .03
2. Folding .006
3. Inserting (Statement Plus 2 Inserts) .009
4 . Metering .008
5 . Mail Sort .009
6. Packing Material Cost (Bulk Mail 1.00
Credit Unions Only)
7 • Postage AT COST
8. Pickup/Delivery NO CHARGE
Turnaround requested by XYZ Corporation:
Monthly Work - Bulk/UPS
- Mail Service
Quarterly Work - Mail Service
- Bulk/UPS
24 hours
48 hours
48 hours
72 hours
Work must be received before the 5th working day of the month
(M-F not legal holidays) to honor these turnaround times.
Endata has the option of holding the statements if postage
checks from the credit unions have not been received by
Endata for the postage incurred that month.
XYZ Corporation will provide envelopes and statements for
mailing and printing.
Inserts submitted by the credit unions must meet requirements
set forth by Endata previously.
ENDATA, INC.
Service Office Initials:
Date: __/ __/ __
Corporate Office Initials:
Customers Initials:
Date: / / _
-APPENDIX GG
XYZ Corporation
Option Three
Statement Processing Time Estimate
Factor: Xerox 9700 laser printer @ 120 pages per minute.
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Year One:
Monthly Statements Quarterly Statements
1,001,016 statements per year 1,256,104 statements per year
12 months per year 4 quarters per year
83,418 statements per month
120 pages per minute
695 minutes per month
60 minutes per day
12 hours per month
24 hours per day
.5 day per month
Year Two:
Monthly Statements
316,276 statements per qtr
+ 83,418: stmts per month
399,694 stmts per qtr month
~ 120 pages per minute
3,331 minutes per quarter
7 60 minutes per day
56 hours per quarter
24 hours per day
2.3 days per quarter
Quarterly Statements
1,269,936 statements per year 1,633,312 statements per year
12 months per year 4 quarters per year
105,828 statements per month
120 pages per minute
882 minutes per month
60 minutes per day
15 hours per month
24 hours per day
.6 day per month
408,328 statements per qtr
+105,828 stmts per month
514,156 stmts per qtr month
120 pages per minute
4,285 minutes per quarter
60 minutes per day
71 hours per quarter
24 hours per day
3 days per quarter
APPENDIX GG
continued
XYZ Corporation
Option Three
Statement Processing Time Estimate
Factor: Xerox 9700 laser printer @ 120 pages per minute.
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Year Three:
Monthly Statements Quarterly Statements
1,413,360 statements per year 1,829,690 statements per year
• 12 months per year 4 quarters per year
117,697 statements per month
120 pages per minute
981 minutes per month
60 minutes per day
16 hours per month
24 hours per day
.7 day per month
457,423 statements per qtr
+117,697 stmts per month
575,120 stmts per qtr month
120 pages per minute
4,793 minutes per quarter
60 minutes per day
80 hours per quarter
24 hours per day
3.3 days per quarter
APPENDIX HH
XYZ Corporation
Option Three
Price Breakdown
Laser Statement Printing:
Charge per stmt $ .070
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Service Cost:
Endata print per stmt $
Statement form/ea.
Total Cost per stmt
XYZ Corp. revenue per stmt
Statement Mailing:
Charge per parcel
.030
.013
$
$
.043
.027
.070
Service Cost:
Print'N Mail:
Folding per parcel
Inserting per parcel
+ two inserts
Metering per parcel
Mail Sort per parcel
Envelope/ea.
Total Cost per parcel
$ .006
.009
.008
.009
.029
.061
XYZ Corp. revenue per parcel .009
* Postage cost is separate over and above the mail service
charge.
* All inserts must be supplied by each credit union.
APPENDIX [I
XYZ Corporation
Option Three
Laser Stat.ement Processing
Total Expense Breakdown
(based on projected sales)
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YEAR 1
(2,266,120 stmts)
YEAR 2
(2,903,248 stmts)
YEAR 3
(3.243.050 stmtsl
Laser Printing:
Haterials:
Laser st.mt form
($12.97/M)
Endata:
Statement Printing
Cost of Laser Print.ing
29,392
67,984
97,376
$ 37\655
87,097
124,752
42,062
97.292
139.354
(1,499,794 parcels) (2,009,496 parcels) (2,281.338 parcels)
Mail Service:
Prlnt'N Mail:
Folding
Insert.ing
Postal Metering
~all Sort.
Total Service Cost
Materials:
Statement Envelope
($28.65/M)
Cost of Mail Service
Cost of Goods Sold
8,999
13,498
11,998
13,498
47,993
42,969
90,962
$ 188,338
$ 12,057 13.688
18,085 20,532
16,076 18.251
18,085 20.532
-------- --------
64,303 73,003
57,572 65,360
121,875 138,363
$ 246,627 277,717
APPENDIX JJ
XYZ Corporation
Optlon Three
[ncome Statement
based on forecasted sales
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YEAR #1 YEAR #2 YEAR #3
Sales:
Stmt Printing (S. 07 ) 158,628 203,227 227.014
Parce 1 Mailing(S.071 104,986 140,665 159.694
-------- --------
Total Sales 263,614 343,892 3H6.708
Total Cost of Goods Sold: 188,338 246~. 627 277 , 717
Gross Profit 75,276 97.265 108,~91
Operating Expenses:
Indirect Labor 1.000 1.000 1,000
Advertising 3,000 3.000 3.000
Total Operating Expenses 4,000 4,000 ~,OOO
Net Profit Before Taxes 71,276 93,265 1O--l, ~y 1
APPENDIX KK
XYZ Corporation
Option Three
Laser Statement Processing
1st Year Cash Flow Statement
(30 day deferred payment)
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JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.
Sales Revenue $ 0
Cost of Goods Sold 6905
9672 9672 46558
6905 33274 6905
9673 9673
6905 33274
Gross Margin (6905) 2767 (23602) 39653 2768 (23601)
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
400
87
300
83
300
83
200
83
200
83
200
83
Net Contribution (7392) 2384 (23985) 39370 2485 (23884)
Cumulative Cash Flow (7392) 5008 (18977) 20393 22878 (1006)
========================================
JUL. AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC.
Sales Revenue $46558
Cost of Goods Sold 6905
9673 9673 46558
6905 33274 6905
9673 9673
6906 33275
Gross Margin 39653 2768 (23601) 39653 2767 (23602)
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
200
83
200
83
200
83
200
83
300
83
300
83
Net Contribution 39370 2485 (23884)39370 2384 (23985)
Cumulative Cash Flow 38364 40849 16965 56335 58719 34734
========================================
APPENDIX LL
XYZ Corporation
Option Three
Laser Statement Processing
2nd Year Cash Flow Statement
(30 day deferred payment)
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JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.
Sales Revenue $46558 12496 12496 60981 12496 12496
Cost of Goods Sold 8956 8956 43745 8956 8956 43745
Gross Margin 37602 3540 (31249) 52025 3540 (31249)
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
400
87
300
83
300
83
200
83
200
83
200
83
Net Contribution 37115 3157 (31632) 51742 3257 (31532)
Cumulative Cash Flow 71849 75006 43374 95116 98373 66841
========================================
JUL. AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC.
Sales Revenue $60981 12496 12496 60981 12496 12496
Cost of Goods Sold 8956 8956 43745 8956 8955 43745
Gross Margin 52025 3540 (31249) 52025 3541 (31249)
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
200
83
200
83
200
83
200
83
300
83
300
83
Net Contribution 51742 3257 (31532) 51742 3158 (31632)
Cumulative Cash Flow118583 121840 90308 142050 145208 113576
========================================
APPENDIX MM
XYZ Corporation
Option Three
Laser Statement Processing
3rd Year Cash Flow Statement
(30 day deferred payment)
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JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUN.
Sales Revenue $60981 14002 14002 68673 14002 14002
Cost of Goods Sold 10050 10050 49330 10050 10050 49330
Gross Margin 50931 3952 (35328) 58623 3952 (35328)
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
400
87
300
83
300
83
200
83
200
83
200
83
Net Contribution 50444 3569 (35711) 58340 3669 (35611)
Cumulative Cash Flow164020 167589 131878 190218 193887 158276
=========================================
JUL. AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC.
Sales Revenue $68673 14002 14002 68673 14002 14002
Cost of Goods Sold 10050 10049 49330 10049 10049 49330
Gross Margin 58623 3953 (35328) 58624 3953 (35328)
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
200
83
200
83
200
83
200
83
300
83
300
83
Net Contribution 58340 3670 (35611) 58341 3570 (35711)
Cumulative Cash Flow216616 220286 184675 243016 246586 210875
=========================================
"PI'E~[)IX NN
XY! Corporatlon
Optlon Three
Laser Statement Processing
Projected Five Year Cash Flow Statement
based on annual across the board increases of:
20 X in YEAR 4 and YEAR
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Sales Revenue
Cost Of Goods Sold
Gross Margin
Marketing Costs
Allocated Overhead
Net Contribution
Cumulative Cash Flow
YEAR 1
217.056
188.338
28.718
3.000
1.000
2-1.718
2~.718
YEAR 2
329.469
246.627
82.842
3.000
1.000
78.842
103.560
YEAR 3
379,016
277,717
101.299
3.000
1,000
97,299
200.859
YEAR 4
454,819
333,260
121,559
3,000
1,000
117,559
318,418
YEAR 5
545,783
399,912
14·5,871
3,000
1,000
141 ,871
460,289
